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"With Malice toward None, with Chanty for All, and with Firmness in the Right.
VOLUME

XV.

Draft Exam's

More Trouble

RabbitPermits

Catholic School

Louis Branch

j

OilDevclopement

The medical examination of
the boys of Class l of Roy was
the source of no little uncertain- -'
ty and annoyance. The boys received notice to appear fos examination Monday Feb. 4 th and
some 30 or 40 appeared for ex.
animation but no examination
Board 'showed up nor have we
aa yet Sound that Mom County
has arj such board. Telegrams
and-irvaries finally brought Dr.
Brown of Tuc'trncari; Tuesday
ho appointed Dr's Plumlee
noon
.

Mrs. P. P. Branch and family! The Roy Developcmcnt Corn- wcre apprised of the death of pany is a new enterprise started
Catholic Church and school inRoy
Louis Branch, a brother of Mr. last week by the "Live ones" of
r
has been started and before
Branch" at Mora Saturday morn-- ; Roy and backed by all of us.
the new Rectory will be
ing,
The primal object, for which a
ready for occupancy and work
formerly
lived
Louis
here
fund
and
of $1,250.00 was raised in a
will be begun on the Sister;)
he
his
interesting
family
few
is to secure the ser
and
minuted,
are
School biíüdmg. The grounds
by
remembered
Geologist
well
vices
of
of national
in
friends
a
for the institution were donated
Roy.
years
he
reputation,
has
For
investigate
to
suffered
the
by Mayor F. A, Roy and Mrs. hunting licenses,.: Rabbit hunta Cancerous growth in his'dications of Oil on this mesa and
Matilda Roy who gave 5 acres ing to bo. with the permission and
throat and he was just being pre- -' report as to the prospect,
each on the corner north of the under the supervision of Deputy
pared for ari operation 'for the If his report is unfavorable the
Public School grounds. The land Game Warden, Frank A. Roy.
relief of this trouble when he activities of the new company
In connection with this permit!
is surveyed and fenced and the
died.'
twill be directed to other chancls.
MudRoy.
Sale,
money is ready for the Rectory, he asks what disposition is being
of
Gibbstmd
av
Mrs.
Branch
and
children
If he' finds g od oil prospects
her
suggests
and
made
of
G.
Adyúmry
the
ical
raboite
Vm.
with
Board
and the Sisters r.re said to have
they will proceed to lease lands
funer-unable
to
j
'wore
attend
the
Johnr-on,;
Food
the
Commission-in
State
examincharge.
that
The
'
$3,000.03 ready for their school.
and start a drill after it. Roy
Mora
Alberto
called
as
was
ations'-w-in15
will
apiece
pay
for
cents
.there-aer
on very well
t
This will be another big step
has
a live bunch of boosters and
examination
.Tucumcari
r
at
game
in'
wil
or
them
the
warden
after.-- Carlos
bring
Branch
in advance for Roy. Such an
they
exand
Carlos
held
are going to get the good
for
was
.here
added'
accept
200
more
and
or
lots of
choscrto keep the records- for
stitution will mean much
things
of this mesa for home
this
week.
lamination
the County Clerk ar.d Interpot
influence for the town and the supply the Sfe'te Penitentiary
people
Many
not wait for outsiders
and
friends
of
Branch
the
for tiiMmUve boys who needed!
people of Roy. regardless of re-- j with a change of meat diet with
w
ueeiopo mem.
ligious preferences will get be-- ! them.
it. ' Ths eelsy caused a serious lomiiy sympathise with tnem in
hard liip for sirao boys who had their bereavement.
hind the institution and boost
r
'
.
Innrr l
fa nnnin rrwl csmA
"Casey" reports his , banner
for it as well as help financially
flans are
. rapid- ! . TT .1
t
i
nri
i ji
.i
ii
cnargesana
sale
new
:.
.can.
at F. S. Mathewson's
were
an
as we havé always done for: drive on Tues 4,v FpVivith-to await another
Masonic iiau is
iney
1','th iKJVcnu
wet
of
D0UnU
It,
Wednesday,
good
to
ly
Mr. Mathewson and
ovcr
proportions
a
not
foo.Lr.d
Jury
mo
work.
Grand
assuming
that we have
is
tvery
to start at 10 A. M. at the corner
ill
w
be
County
anci
family
by
,
bulletin;?
really,
ret
bond
will return to their old
used
Organization which
Judge a
imo
v,nif-that it
WHnrvifi ()
.
of
f
.
,! mile North of John Shamblin's Albcrtson. Our Deputy Sherhf.fwill permit of vil Lino KííK'A G. Kitchell ia making .headway home at 1141 Niagara St, Buffalo
Gates in Roads are Unlawful,
R. C. Grunig was called' hi formatter Mollis ntly. The cost with it by working with the N. Y. where they will still read
.v
.
viv- - wui.j i"'--o.
wiv v. i
vJ v
procure while the
IS a materials
arc
All are invited" Jo join in the uie airesc ana 10011 cnar9 01 10 im
It is cviRent the m .vement we tóied
"
The!
to start, ivcently ii regard to jwtea jrjve anrj cveryhfcly watch his tnem an(1 sorted for Mora Thurs seripue matter at best and it i waiting for other lumber,
'
on public roads in Betting results;
,.., '.; no
i.;fiÁn;c:'; ty- - They expected to get out wofsa when they cannot rely on Masonic Club is kicking him i Mayor F. A, Roy is proving
,n
n
Section lmes thut, by common usureHabeas Corpus proceedings at adiayhislrative officers,
with an advance of a year's rent his faith in the Village Ordin- occur
are .rcBslarly traveled are piitüc
Las Vegas.
...
money. and', have arranged a anees by, removing the heavy
reads in tlie eye f the law.
vvl)at
tno
ot
merlts
tlie
1'.
Soli
home
ca'el
from lea?e on the second iloor with the fence about his residence and
is
The rabbit drive last week .at,
Some parlies vho have been x.l':li?;-to open grtes in order to drive to the Brand School Vesuitei in kjo are we dont know but we can his trip to Missouri, and glad to option of buying at any time relying on the enforcement of
town "have written Attorney General rabbits which the Davi
boys see the makin's of trouble in it. hú tac!; where winter is mild during the life of the ease. 1 he the ordinances to protect his
ná brought in and
Clancy reparuirip the rnatt.-.- r
;tiga:n.
building will be ready to occupy trcjs and shrubbery.
It certrnn- marketed.
, .1 I .
. .
1)1..
Ti
this is nvhat he r.ays:
xi.u new auuiiioir iu uuj t iujii- by May 1st if all goes well.
looks better.
Jy
'"
"i-"1'1- '
Born Í:) Mr. and I.Irs.N. L.
Siptcmker 2', 1'J'G
ucnif.- - iiuu
The heav;v szcn work lortrve
pusned
completion
hy
toward
13. C. Grunig finds he cant get
Burton and wife the 5th of 'Feb, ' Phiiip Rint nnlo:uled his car of
There is nothing d'ffevent abo;:t Red River tridie is about ail
Contractor, Neis I enson v.'ho a line baby boy.
tha Lharactcr of .i erta'..li;Wr pub- - hnnW onf to tbf l.rirlo-bíiand calljhouseh.old goods Fridr.y, It ineiu-- j alnng without the
lie road which 'fellows a section' line The road is
in condition that'it is drives 111 froi11 his home (5 miles
tied a hhj Mitciit-1- auto in whicli ed to renew his Subscription.
from any other established pubiic
not dilficu.lt to haul the long gird-- ! C:ist in his r'ow ord. The new
he will enjoy our always-gec:e
road, T.iid the peroral law is thiit
ivíorc rnth Than Poetryaddition
will
double
the
present
Miss Loda SchneM orders the
down
ers
to
roads: We'd take the lib; rty of
the
liver.
roEids muiit be kept freo ftvn ob- '
si:'.a of the hospital and will con- ;
"
:VA.
.'
Rent to her. father, Henry
on
pata
public
upon
nut
a
la
a
and
structiona,
iiis iiair.c
punning
ior
Mylor D. Gibbs. Jr. has. a new taiif many modern things i a the ' Two brothers' Iif.3 bet;i. farming size, ile'd .ill a barrel" rather Sehncl!, at Kcphart, N. M. Mr.
road 'is certainly an oltr.tructien. Th;
law 'on 'this nubject will bz found ivi bicycle which ha'DiailCguS t'J'fiJfc v?-- of equipment, Ster.m "Heat, Ar.d had f:- ttl?,' hwp and male?,- ui:u:
wants it to keep track of the
ineifiv "Philip l'int", an:;,
Correspondence
with State
Came Warden, Theodore Roualt,'
of Santa Fe, regarding hunting
Jack rabbits results in the
receipt of a "Permit" No, 79,
under which farmers and others;
in the vicinity of Roy may kill
jackrabbits without procuring

The preliminary work for the
suih-me-

now has s big start of
judging from
Court Trouble,
As
evidence apparent here.
nearly as we can get the story,
A Mr. Huertado came to town
and the trouble started over gam
bling. Huertado was beaten up
and he pulled a gun and fired several shots at Abel Madrid, - he;
then ran into the school house
for shelter where a lady teacher
and number of children were.
Justice Albcrtson and Chas.
Weatherill got the man out of
the School house ana he was
tried and placed under bonds on
several different
counts. ."
Adolfo Montoya, and several
others among the best citizens of
the community furnishing the
bond to any amcunt cs'tcd for.
Huertado thon started p cceedirigs against Abel Madrid, Gooro
Mi erarme qtvI Tnm Mpflmfh nr
Mills
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Section 20D8 of the CadiiLttior,
IDir,. Section 2CS0 cf the same ('n1.--

ItMt oí

i.

Úie

hyfM--ifi-

lilwstriü.iiifiits-etc- ;

..

.

"''',
part.

...
i,
iiuju i nave
i'J liiíüvt; iiiin y.'iicuce
r!it as ttiey would ii it were, a1

'
'
merit
Mi;:. Ilolen Alldredgo and a Furniture and tools.
tion 26S8', but it is the opi?;ion
But as their notions differed;
party
of young
eop!e from
this office herotoi'ore expressed, that P'&no
Section 2C'i0 havimr been :u!o,iicd in
Springer and Taylor attended To avoid a aerioas'ciLsh,.
.Tliey agreed to have mi auctii
wa
v.hiie bcction
March,
Miner Bradley- - r,jnl Jpmr tlie aa'ic, Saturday night in
adopted in ?,h:rch, 1003, is rejieclo'
Alia
uien qivide tneeasn.seonwa. t) enjoy it miby the latter section and .is no lor: Miracle, are two welcome aAi-!i- n
'enscjy and some of the loys We'll get. i.OO's v,
llions to our !bt of!)a;d-in-ad- er in toreo.
h
:v;meo reader;! the pat'wcvk R'lnil"ed they wished their
John unto .Take did,;
Ths only exceptici in
Rtaiutc.
up
wordd
go
there
to
l
are
And ('able S.vipo
is to be fouiiu in Section ii.V2$, which
cry tin
dances and be nice to
see ot' ntato
.of town,
recuiirer, every
they do here.
who rHiall feiici the f.iipo, to erect
For five dollar í ackiy.
maintain jfites at all inten-cc-Oh no, faid Jacob, not for me;
The dr.m'j at the Hall Saturday
Mrs. Mattie Smith, ,hx Wood
anti
!
tions ff pulliiWe'd
get old Col. Greer,
quires any person passing through night by the Ladie, cf Roy was and Mrs. C. A. Smith, and
'
lie char;
more, Lutio, you
a sate, to close the same, and a rreat success both financially dren of Mills, came down Tues- '
know
failurc to- o so is made a Thisde-- 1 nnj CiM,:0ii
urt
u nA
aii
r .A n,
A,
s
Auctioneer,
FRANK W. CLANCY,
meanor.
had a iine time and the reccints School held bv Mrs. l'sirkor. nf A
.
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first-clas-

Attorney General

were over $ )0.' which, after pay-- Denver. They enjoyed it very
October 5, 1917.
mg all expenses left ample funds much and racieved much help
neplymy to your letter of recent to buy
the .coveted oil stove for from her. The children captivatce
date will a:. y that my attention has
Community
the
Hall and some: the Roy ladies, little Harriet
rot been tilled to any new law parsover
oil
for
lor
it. The ladies Smith, aged 5 years knits as
leu
legislasession
of
the
ed at the 'last
ture ralativi to the placing of gates deserve much credit for the way fast as any of the 'grown ups,
lines, and further pro- - they get things when they want; and they are both very unusual
oss iwcti-viding; for "he presentation of a pe- em
children.
1

--

j

tit ion of fif'een signatures before the
gate can ! o legally opened.

And these brothers did dispute,
And arprue loud and Ionrr.
Each one trying to make out
The other In the wrong.
But finally concluding,
There arguments would fail
They, the property divided
And each one had a sale.

J. W. Gibson and Son have a
new well on their ranch since!
last week.
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7" wants it fofthé'riftivs when 'she"
'goes home after School is out.

Mrs. Irvin- Ogdon revived a
her brother, .Enwt
Co i ns this week r.nnouoeing his
míirrmgc to Miss Dorothy Ih;;;r,
of Los Angeles, California. The
btí-rwas written :itcrn Dieg",
where they were honey moor ing.
i, ;. Coiiir.s will start for Alasv:;1.
soon to attend his mining properties and his bride will rer.r.m
.in Ci'íif:rnia until
when
tiavcl will be less difficult. Hi.-.report on the bride is "All to the
good" and we have no doubt she
is a most wonderful girl.

:

2C-!'-

"

!j

L. V. Wilson reports a fine
well where he drilled near Solano
!;;rt week at over 200 feet. A nei-

ghbor, he says, got a better ono
at a little over 100 feet. Many
g;od wells are being drilled all
over th'3 Mesa with generally
go:J rcoults.
j.

wagg inner, ol Newton

vv.

School was in tuwn Mo:v.l:iy
ling his daughters, Mrs. Arnett
Fred Fluhman Iras been
at Georg'. town, Tex.t !, i'c two and Mrs. Will D.vronpcrt. lie was
weeks visiling friono.i an 1 re- also looking fer ;t wv JriHer rs
turned Saturday. II.? u g ad he hes tired of jirilirg water, an;
lives in New Mexico tind
the he also made this oíüce a y.Uv:
drought cnd:ll.i in thr.t i'srt of 'ant ca!
Texas is the ucrst he ever wit.-- !
l
finywhcro. He i.i rending!
New 7n: ;tor

jhn took his choice of the the
v p,-- n Tcvnc
Orders issued bv the U. S.
to his frigid, Jjhn Irhy
tvvo ,otsVn,KA
11AKKI. U. I'AllOJ,
C. E, An (L cn
Jan. 30 ibis!
,
to show him what is'
year
for
a
cuveunj,;.
what is
Attnrnev General, u"u
'
Anu an auction' sale was made, Uloing
this section are at present as fol-'- i Irvin Ogden, Sr.
conceded the "i .;
:!';!" in
here.
With Cabel Swipe as auctioneer
Roy, N. Mexico.
lows
'small farm (
t is a
Who
paid,
was
$5.00
Ogdcn-Wsu
Mills,
Mr.
rememDear
of
Larue,
With
each 481b. sack of flour,
Jess
Mrs. Irvin Ogden is continuing! "Heider" 12ly
And $1,500 was the sum
with two years subscrip-- l corn meal ' and cereals to the; Just a line to advise you' that
(
; a
to substitute for Mrs. Russell in Rock Island is
we made the trio to. El Paso in 11 rit'lU; ciean anu Clear,
amount of $1 ff) mn-s- hp rwoh
tion this week.
the 7th and 8th grades in the cylinder aut
and
And John was very highly
ed, or a proportionate amount our Ford safely. Could'nt make
Roy Schools, as Mrs. Russell is Friction-disth
i'ririion
P'eased
with 24 lb sack of, flour.
h.-'- d
The fast time on accoant of snow and
unable. to return to the strenuous wheel l.'oing t n
of
,,Red Cross Instructor
lth
cheaP Auctioneer,
"
purchaser has the option of pur- - mud but we kept moving along,
.1
the engine an
duties of the Schoolroom.
on
Oh there is nothing more de-- 1
The Red Cross Ladi? of Roy chasinginsr the above proportions
v.
Then Jake sent out 1,000 bills,
CVty.
r
Sam Tower was operated cn at
have been very bury this woo'; from the following cereals, Corn pendable than a. Ford even if 1 To people far and near,
Iví'á Of
Tuesday
Hospital
the
Plumlee
v meal, rye fiour, buckwheat
for
flour; do say it; Will you send our
learning m;,;;y nnv avíivities
int
from
And crowds of bidders came
to
r
the relief of a long standing ailthe t:itr:i!'r- - of Mrs. F;;ri;er, potatoe Hour, cornstarch, pearled to J 101 Mountain avenue El i'aso
j.ina.'on arid iuns
that way
ment. He is getting along nicely
..kv;..rd witii equal
of Denver, a f;i;'ck'.l íe, tcher for barley, oatmeal rolled oats, rice, instead of the former adrass. And' so did Col. Greer
complete
his
recovery
and
seems-I
has
house
who
found
than
hominy
a
our
cl
and
package
all
better
Division
cereals
t no eifort of
u::Y!y
Who cried Jake's sale and now
the Mountain
hospi-assured.
1
and
right
one,
close
present
make
no.
to
which
contain
(A
on
The
how
; drivtr.
the i :t
wheat,
taiight'them
toj
take note
in-school,
makes
so
which
much
o'f
proportion
above
it
suoli
prianm
be
as
will
later
la! V.uppilw
statement here that follows,
is also driven di- bam Katcim nas Deen very ill rectlv by the dk.es and the snood
He got' for Jacob's portion,
robes eir. ' TIio nv.;king of band- - creased. Flour is limited to 4S better for the children. So far I
(and threatened with Pneumonia changes are regulated on it in the
just $2,500.
ages was rot alLv;r,.)!ed as they;bs to city customers, and 98 lb have been doing detail work at
at his home east of town,
tne
nut
tocountry customers. Sugar to the Headquarters building
piare where
sanie way. It seems impossible
have no
..,
:
And
t
kick- His case is being watched
.
;!' ,
rn.then
and
John
went
.i.
i
,ft
it.
..'i..
o;oa ior city customers anu ioids reciovtu urueia vj leyuit at ri,
veryj to abuse the engine or driving
room can le propriy siuiiu.v-ied, himself,
closely by his Doctor and he may ;Rears, and dust, the arch enemy
to., ountry customers.
fne Bliss in the morning. I heard
for the purpose.And
called
himself
a
"jay"
avoid
a long sick spell,
complimentary
teacher
words
amount of cereals used in bread some very
cf the farm tractor, has less
Mrs. 1'arki.r is a real
To
hire
"Cheap
Auca
John"
Roy
chance to injure it than any
and has had a very interested rolls, etc. is being increased spoken concerning a former
tioneer, '
by
W. Russell,
boy,
They
army
Mrs,
an
take
by
gradually
February
Mr.
24th
and
Henry
until
Jones
Mr. Anderson went
other,
n
learners.
,
of
class
For $5.00 a day.
hope
I
evening.
and
Captain,
all
used,
this
20
per
them
.with
cent
be
death
will
cereals
of
the
their
hundred
to
miles
baby;al
see
luncheon
one
their
'
To save some $30.00
These, regulations are made our boys stand as highly.
It was less than a year ate before buying; and most of
stay all day. The teachers from
He $1,000 lost,
'
to
of
wishes
lot
all.
a
Best
through
acquired
Food
Administration
old.
parents have the sym- - the tractor men who have seen
The
the
also
the schools
So always get a first class man
'
sincerely
Yours
by
must
and
the
all who have known it agree with him that it las all
children
setting
to
be
the
pathyof
adhered
for
pointers
Without regard to cost. '
Rev.
L.
S.
Ford.
similar
retailer.
berevement.'
lines.
the others outclassed.
many
to work in
;'iie:-s.'.--
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Of PIG RAISING

In the average dairy it is better that
Work of Boys' Pig Clubs to Be cows be without horns, as the danger
of their hooking one anotner is mus
Displayed by Motion
prevented. Only in purebred herds
Pictures.
where the appearance of the herd ia

we should do

United States Department of Agricul
ture Is Organizing Farm Youths
in All Parts of Country
45,000 Member Enrolled.
(Prepared by the United Btateg Depart
ment of Agriculture.)
Motion pictures, to be shown In
picture theaters in all parts of the
United States, will show the work of
the boys' pig clubs which the United

this.

a larger sense, we cannot dedicate we cannot consecrate we cannot hallow
this ground. The brave men, living and dead, who struggled here, have consecrated it far
above our poor power to add or detract. The world will little note nor long remember
what we say here, but it can never forget what they did here.
It is rather for us, the living, to be here dedicated to the great task remaining before
which they
us that from the honored dead we take increased devotion to that cause for
dead shall
these
resolve
that
highly
here
that
we
gave their last full measure of devotion;
freedom,
and
birth
of
God,
shall,
new
have a
under
not have died in vain; that this Nation
earth.
the
perish
from
shall
not
that government of the people, by the people, for the people
But, in

f lit
IMtAIIAM LINCOLN'S Gettysburg address Is today ranked as one of the
Immortal utterances of man. Tho
truth, the faith that are voiced la It
are eternal, historians say.
From the platforms of little white
schoolhoiises out on the prairie, from
the
stands at Fourth of
July celebrations, from the solemn
rostrums of tli centers of learning the Gettysburg
address has been repeated times without number
and doubtless will continue to be as long as the
spirit of democracy lives on.
Yet, with the strangely limited view of those at
hand, the great address was considered a failure by
many at the time It was delivered. Lincoln himself believed that he had failed to speak anything
worthy of the occasion and was greatly downcast.
The sense of his failure at such a momentous event
added no little to the Intolerable burdens that
weighed upon him In 186,'t.
The dally newspapers of the North generally
took little notice of Lincoln's words at Gettysburg,
but were lavish In their pralne of! the long address
delivered by Edward Everett, the great Boston
orator, on the same occasion. The Patriot and
Union, an Influential newspaper published at
Ta., with an ability for mlsjudgment
beyond all belief, said of the address:
"The president succeeded on this occasion because he acted without sense and without constraint In a panorama that was gotten up for the
benefit of his party more than for the glory of the
Nation and the honor of the dead. . . . We pass
over the silly remarks of the president, for the
credit of the Nation we are willing that the veil of
oblivion be dropped over them and that they shall
no more be repeated or thought of."
d
Even the usually
John Hay, then
Mr. Lincoln's assistant secretary, erred In his Judgment of the comparative Importance of the addresses made that November day at Gettysburg.
Said Hay In his diary :
"Everett spoke, as he always does, perfectly;
and the president, In a firm, free way, with more
grace than Is his wont, said his half dozen lines of

A

d

Har-risbur- g,

st

keen-vlslone-

consecration."
In Mr. Hay's mind, as in the minds of nearly all
present, Edward Everett's address overshadowed
all else on the program. Yet who today remembers
r
a half dozen lines of the
long speech
made by the Massachusetts orator?
Edward Everett, almost alone of all the thousands who had gathered at Gettysburg that day,
caught the deathless purport of the president's
words. He wrote to Mr. Lincoln a congratulatory
note, saying:
"I should be glad If I could flatter myself that I
came as near to the central idea of the occasion In'
my two hours as you did In two minutes."
Even this praise from the man who was considered the master speaker of his day did not wholly
convince Mr. Lincoln that his own utterances had
not fallen short. In his reply to Mr. Everett he
said :
"In our respective parts yesterday you could not
have been excused to make a short address, nor I
a long one. I am pleased to know that, In your
judgment, the little I did say was not entirely a
failure."
There Is every evidence that the president wrote
his address hurriedly and at the scant moments
of leisure given hlra In those troubled days. That
he did not complete It until a few hours before It
was delivered Is certain. In fact, he did not know
until about two weeks before the date that he
was expected to talk at all. The committee that
had charge of the arrangements for the consecration of the national cemetery at Gettysburg asked
Mr. Everett a long time In advance and bad postponed fhe date of the consecration from October
19 to November 19 at Mr. Everett's request.
David Wills, a
citizen of Gettysburg and the originator of the Idea of a national
cemetery there, wrote to President Lincoln on November 2, six weeks after Mr. Everett had been Invited to speak, as follows:
"The states having soldiers who were killed at
Gettysburg have procured grounds on a prominent
part of the field for a cemetery and are having
the dead removed to them and properly burled.
These grounds will be consecrated and set apart
to this sacred purpose by appropriate ceremonies
on the 19th. Hon. Edward Everett will deliver the
oration. I am authorized by the governors of the
different states to Invite you to be present and participate In these ceremonies, which will be very
imposing and solemnly Impressive. It Is the desire that, after the oration, you, as chief executive,
set apart these rounds to their sacred use by a
few appropriate remarks. . . ."
two-hou-
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before the consecration Mr. Everett
sent to the president a newspaper containing his
speech In full two whole page. The president,
speaking of this act to a friend, said :
"It was very kind of Mr. Everett to send me
this. I suppose he was afraid I should say something he wanted to say. He needn't have been
It Is ehort,
My speech Isn't long.
alnrmed.
short, short."
Mr. Lincoln began his address while at the White
House, writing It In Ink upon a sheet of executive
letter paper. He finished It In pencil upon a sheet
of foolscap the morning of the day he spoke at
A few days

...

Gettysburg.
Some historians have maintained the president
wrote his speech while on the train on the way to
Gettysburg, but John G. Nlcolay, his private secretary, suld that this was not the case. Lincoln,
he maintained, knew before that time what he
should say and was plainly disturbed by the feeling that his address would not prove adequate.
Owing to the presence of thousands of visitors
parents of the dead who were to be reburled
there, crippled soldiers, sightseers, officials from'
various states the president and his party spent
the night before the consecration at the Wills
home. It was a crystal clear night. From the
business section of the village rose the music of
many bands that had come to take part In the
Crowds of serenaders and glee clubs
ceremonies.
went from house to house, where there were notables, demanding speeches. Mr. Lincoln responded
to a culi, but declined to make a speech, saying
only :
"In my position It is somewhat important that
I should not say any foolish things. It very often
happens that the only way to help it Is to say

nothing at all."
Secretary Seward, who consented to make a
speech, niadcthe remarkable error of placing Gettysburg within the state of Maryland. His words
rang with reproof, for he believed he was speaking
to slaveholders or those who sympathized, at least,
with the cause of slavery. David Wills, recalling

Control Trade After War
Extension for a period of three years after the
close of the war of the extraordinary powers now
exercised by the government In the regulation of
Imports and exports Is the object of a bill now
before parliament, according to commerce reports.
This measure, entitled Imports and exports (temporary control) bill, presented by the president of
the board of trade, embodies the most important
legislation thus far Initiated with a view to protecting and controlling British trade after the
war. Unless extended, present powers of control
of exports and Imports will to a great extent lapse
upon the cessation of hostilities.
Section 1, paragraph 1 of the bill reads as follows:
"The lords of the council on the recommendation of the board of trade may by order prohibit
the Importation or exportation of goods of any
class, description, or origin, or produced or manufactured in whole or In part In any country or
place specified in the order, either generally or
from or to any country or place named In the
order, subject In either case to such exceptions
(If any) as may be specified in the order, and to
any licenses the grant of which may be authorized by the order."
While ordinary legislation has given authority
for certain measures of control In times of
peace, 'the particular powers which It Is desired
to make effective beyond the duration of the war
are the following: Prohibition of importation of
goods of specified origin; prohibition of exportation of goods of any kind; prohibition of exportation of all goods to any country or place specified.

The desire on the part of British Interests for
some action of this nature Is shown In a resolution in favor of "restriction, by tariff or otherwise, of the trade relations with enemy countries"
adopted by the Association of Chambers of Commerce of the United Kingdom in 1918.
CUBAN AVIATORS

TO FRANCE.

Col. Manuel Coronado, member of the Cuban
senate, recently announced In Havana the organization of an aviation unit which will be offered to
France with complete equipment. Since the declaration of war against Germany on April 8 Cuba
with the allies In several
has been
ways, but It Is probable that the Escadrllle
as the flying unit will be called, will be the
first body of fighting men from Cuba to serve on
French soil. Scientific American.
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THE NEXT CAMPAIGN.
"Morning, Jim."
"Morning, senator."
"Jim, I suppose you are going to vote for me,
as usual My policies"
"Your policies are all right, senator. But there

was a mighty pretty girl around today looking
for votes."

PORK SUPPLY

TO "INCREASE

Four score and seven years ago our fathers brought forth upon this continent a new
Nation, conceived in liberty and dedicated to the proposition that all men are created equal.
Now we are engaged in a great civil war, testing whether that Nation, or any nation
so conceived and dedicated, can long endure. We are met on a great battlefield of that
war. We have come to dedicate a portion of that field as a final resting place for those
who here gave their lives that that Nation might endure. It is altogether fitting and proper
that

Danger of Animals Hooking Each Other
la Eliminated Apply Caustlo
Potash on Calf.
(Prepared by the United Btatet Department of Agriculture.)
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COW BETTER WITHOUT HORNS

Mr. Seward's speech, said that the secretary used

the words:
"This Is the first time that ever any people or
community on this side of Mason and Dixon's line
(meaning the Southern side) was found willing to
listen to my voice."
The following morning Mr. Lincoln rode at the
head of the procession to the platform at the newly prepared cemetery, his tall, ungainly forra
slumped over his horse, his fnce set In Its pathetic,
homely lines. Only once ,dld he relax. That was
when a man held up a little girl as the president
rode by. Mr. Lincoln grasped the child In his arms,
kissed her and handed her back to the proud father. A shadow of a smile, gentle beyond all description, passed over the drawn face of the president, only to be replaced by that sad, absorbed
look that had become so typical of him.
A prayer by Rev. Thomas II. Stockton, chaplain
of the United States senate, opened the program.
It was an eloquent, though somewhat lengthy, effort and It breathed the spirit of victory rather
than of humility. It was noon the serene, sunlit,
crisp noon of a perfect fall day when the venerable Edward Everett arose to speak. His oration
was modeled along classical Unes, was filled with
the eloquence so popular In that day and it held
the multitude In rapt silence. Mr. Everett had
long been a figure In public life, an ambassador,
a member of the cabinet, a governor, a speaker
of great renown. Much was expected of him, and
he gave all that was anticipated. The carefully
chosen, exquisitely polished phrases, delivered In
his deep, sonorous voice, fell with great effective
ness upon his hearers. He reviewed the events
that led to the war, described the battle and praised
tl!e heroes of the North who had died there. But
vivid as was the phraseology, penetrating as was
his logic, his address lacked the breadth that
There was a note
would have made It undying.
of bitterness In It when he asked: "Which of the
two parties to this war la responsible for all the
suffering, for the dreadful sacrifice of Ufe the
lawful and constitutional government of the United
States or the ambitious men who have rebelled
against It?" That same minor spirit crept Into his
words again and again when he referred to the
"disloyal slaveholders" and the "aspiring politicians" of the South, and near his conclusion, when
he said "the bonds of union are of perennial force
and energy, while the causes of alienation are
Imaginary, fictitious and transient." It was essentially a speech of a Northerner for the North. A
long roar of applause followed the close of his
speech.

After the singing of a hymn the time came for
Mr. Lincoln to speak. He arose slowly and for
almost a minute he stood silent, surveying from
his great height the waves of upturned faces,
them the broken stone walls of the bloody
angle where Pickett's charge had failed and past
that the undulating brown fields where the shattered brigade of the South had turned back. Farther than these things of the moment he must have
gazed, off Into the Illimitable future of mankind
for whose guidance he was soon to pronounce one
of the most solemn obligations of history.
Then in the curiously high pitched voice that
seemed so oddly fitted to his towering body, he
began to speak. The crowd that had relaxed when
Mr. Everett closed his long address, began to set
Itself for another lengthy speech. The brevity and
simplicity of the president's words caught the
crowd unawares. It had scarcely adjusted Itself
for listening before he had finished. There was
silence as he bowed and turned back to his seat.
The silence continued for a full minute, to be
There had
broken only by scattering applause.
been haudclapplng here and there at pauses In his
address, but It had not been general. The Import
of his words had not yet reached those who stood
that day at Gettysburg. There must have been
a throb of deeper pain In the already aching heart
man who walked
of the big, awkward,
with so little grace back across the platform and
sank Into his seat. Doubtless he felt, as he had
feared, that his address had been a failure.
The singing of a dirge closed the program, and
the president and other notables returned to the
village. When the ceremonies were over Mr. Everett was one of the first to reach Lincoln's side.
"Mr. President," he began,' "your speech" but
the president interrupted him, that shadow of a
smile again crossing his face. He laid his hand
upon Mr. Everett's shoulder.
"We'll not talk about my speech, Mr. Everett,"
he said. "This isn't the first time that I've felt
that my dignity ought not to permit me to be a
public speaker."
After luncheon a reception was held at the
home of 'David Wills and many of the townspeople
and visitors greeted the president. Among those
who gathered at the Wills home was Prof. Calvin
Hamilton, who remarked afterwards upon the expression of sadness upon Mr. Lincoln's face. The
president seemed listless, his thoughts far away, as
he shook the hands of the hundreds who passed.
Later id the day he walked with John Burns,
the village hero, to the town's little Presbyterian
church, where a patriotic service was held. He sat
d
with Burns, the cobbler patriot, in one of the
benches of the church, taking no part in
the program. He was not asked to speak again
while in Gettysburg. He had uttered the "few ap
propriate remarks" that had been asked of him.
be-yo-
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States department of agriculture is or
ganizing in all parts of the country
with the extension diin
visions of the state agricultural colleges. The Pig Club film .Is the second of a series of official films of the
department to be released through one
of the large motion picture companies
which is to distribute them. This ed
ucational film will help to increase the
pork supply. It shows the method of
Instructing farm boys, and in some instances girls, who have Joined the agricultural clubs, how to raise better
pigs, and the methods used by club
members in carrying out instructions.
The first pig club was organized in
Louisiana in 1910. Now approximately 45,000 members are enrolled in the
pig clubs throughout the country.
Best Methods to Be Shown.
The first lesson taught in the film
story is that it costs no more to feed
and care for the pig of carefully selected stock than the scrub, while the
results in meat produced Is greatly In
animal. The
favor of the well-brepicture shows further how to feed and
care for the pigs, how to protect them
d

v

f.,

considered Important from a show or
sale point of view, is there any Justification for allowing horns to grow. It
Is much easier to prevent the growth
of horns than to remove them.
The points that ultimately will develop into horns can be felt as small
buttons Imbedded in the skin. The prevention is most effective if the treatment Is applied when the buttons aro
Just large enough to be felt, which Is
usually the third and the seventh days.
To prevent their development, the hair
should be removed, from the horn buttons ; a stick of caustic potash or sodn,
wrapped in paper to protect the hands
of the operator, Is then moistened with
water and rubbed on each horn button
two or three times, allowing the caustic to dry after each application. Care
should be taken to apply the caustic,
which should not be too moist, to the
buttons only, for if it touches the
skin it will cause unnecessary
pain. Immediately after the application the calf also should be protected
from rain, in order to prevent the caustic from spreading. If the operation Is
carefully performed the horns will
make no growth. If scurs or horn
growths appear, It Is an Indication that
the caustic was not properly applied.
WEEDS ARE VALUABLE CROPS
Only Short Time Ago Tomato Was
Generally Believed to Be Poison- - ,
cue Clover Was Despised.

The weeds of yesterday may become
the cultivated crops of tomorrow. Not
many decades ago, at least In the memory of some persons now living, the tomato was a weed of little value and
generally believed to be poisonous. Not
more than five years ago sweet clover,
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PIG CLUB MEMBERS EXHIBITING PRIZE HOGS.

from disease, and how to shelter them
from the Inclemency of winter and the
heat of summer. The results of wise
selection and Intelligent care are
shown In the well groomed, fat, healthy
porkers wearing the prize ribbons they
have won at county and state fairs.
Aid in Increasing Supply.
"The practicability of producing
rapid increase in the pork supply and
of bringing greatly Increased profits
to the farmers who produce it
are lessons which the bureau of animal industry wishes to call to the attention of all farmers," says an official of that bureau, "and It has been
found that education of the farm
youths is bringing about valuable indirect education of their elders in the
possibilities of more profitable hog
lots.
"It has become urgently Important,
as a war measure, that this country
greatly Increase its production of
foodstuffs, especially of meats and
fats. They are needed for our people
at home, for our armies abroad, and
for the armies and people of the entente nations. While the department
of agriculture Is working hard to Increase our supply of beef, effective increases in the number of the country's
cattle Is necessarily slow, while much
more rapid results can be obtained in
the production of pork, as well as
MANURE

APPLIED

IN

WINTER

which grows so profusely along the
roadside In many states, was a despised weed. Now it is a valuable forage crop and soil Improver, the demand
for the seed being greater than the
supply. Western farmers are finding
Hessian
that even the
thistle makes good silage for stock
feeding. Every plant that grows has a
useful place. In the economy of nature.
That some plants are weeds Is because
we have not yet learned how to utilize
them to our advantage.
much-deteste- d

CORN PRODUCES SLOW GAINS
It Is Deficient In Protein and Mineral
Matter Necessary for Growing Animals.
When fed alone to young pigs, cora
produces relatively slow gains at a
high feed cost. Supplemental protein
feeds will make faster gains at a lower
feed requirement per unit of gain.
While corn is the chief feed for fab
tenlng hogs, it is deficient in protein
and mineral matter necessary for.
growing animals. A food rich in pre
teln and minerals when fed with corn
is, therefore, highly beneficial.

FATTEN ALL MARKET FOWLS
e
This Should Be Done Before They
Leave Farm for Added Weight
and More Profit

Fatten all chickens that are to be
marketed before they leave the farm
or poultry yard. This can be done by
confining the birds for a week or ten
Stable manure may be applied ad- days and feeding them a good fatvantageously at this time to asparagus tening ration. They will be marketed
and rhubarb. Intensive growers use in better condition and their added
large amounts as 25 tons to the acre, weight will bring additional profit
but half this quantity will be found of
great value.
POTATOES SOLD BY WEIGHT
Advantageous to Asparagus and Rhubarb at This Time Some Use
Large Amounts.

LIME

IS OF SPECIAL

VALUE Announcement Made by Food Administration to Prevent Confusion In

Growers of Vegetables
Greenhouse
Make Applications Regularly and

Making Comparisons.

Systematically.

Potatoes are now sold at wholesale
on the hundredweight basis, not by the

The use of lime in soils at any time
of special value from the standpoint
of sanitation. Greenhouse growers of
vegetables, almost without exception,
apply lime regularly and
13

bushel as formerly. The United States
food administration makes this announcement so that persons comparing current prices will tot confuse
them with quotations referring, to
'
bushel measure.

THE
of this country realize that the food
situation Is of utmost gravity they will
willingly adjust themselves to the necessities of the case and make whatever sacrifices may be required. The
call which Is made upon them is In
the name of the Canadian soldiers at
the front, the allied armies, and the
civilian populations of the allied nations who have already made food sacrifices to an extent little realized by
the people of this country."
Here Is an appeal made by a man,
upon whom rests the great responsibility of assisting In providing food for
the allies and the soldiers at the front,
who are fighting the battles In mud
and blood. It cannot be Ignored. At
home we are living In luxury and ex
travagance Inclined to idleness and for
getfulness. This must cease. We must
save and produce. Our lands must be
tilled no matter where It may be, In
Canada or the United States. It Is
our duty to cultivate. Splendid oppor
tunlties in the Uulted States are open
for further cultivation of lands. West
em Cumula also offers opportunities in
high producing lands at low prices.
Decide for yourself where you can do
the most good, on land In the United
States or in Canada, and get to work
quickly. Advertisement

OF
GANADA GIVES WARNING

Food Production Should Be
creased jrt All Cost.

In-

In his letter to the public on the
1st of January, Hon. W. J. Hanna, Canada's Food Controller. says:
"Authoritative
has
Information
reached me that food shortage In Ku
rope Is terribly real, and only the
sternest resolve on the part of the producers, and equally stern economies on
y
the part of all as consumers, can
save the situation.
"France last year had a crop between
that of
and one-haa normal year. Women did the work
of draught animals In a determined
effort to make the Impoverished soil
of France produce every possible ounce
of food. They now Iqok to us to make
up their deficiency of essential suppos-ilbl-

one-thir- d
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plies.

"The harvest In Italy was far below
normal and will require much larger
supplies to feed her people until next

harvest
"It Is

Impossible for the allies to
spare many cargo carriers to transport
foodstuff from India, Australia, New
Zealand and ven the Argentine Republic. This means that the .allied nations
are practically dependent upon North
America to supply them with the food
which must be forthcoming If terrible
suffering Is to be avoided and the fighting efficiency of the armies maintained.
"On December 1, the United States
had not a single bushel of wheat for
export, after allowance was made for
domestic requirements on the basis of
normal consumption, and the United
States Food Administration is endeavoring to bring about a reduction of 20
per cent In home consumption of wheat
and flour. This would release 100,000,-00bushels for export, but the Allies
will require nearly five times that
amount before the 1918 harvest
Canada is the only country in the
world, practically accessible to the Allies under present conditions of shipping shortage, which has an actual exportable surplus of wheat after allowance for normal home requirements.
The surplus today is not more than
110,000,000 bushels. A reduction of 20
per cent In our normal consumption
would save an additional 10,000,000
bushels for export The outlook for
production of food stuffs In Europe
next year Is distinctly unfavorable.
"Such Is the situation grave beyond
anything that we thought possible a
few months ago. Unless our people
are aroused to a realization of what
the world shortage means to us, to our
soldiers and to our Allies, and of the
terrible possibilities which It entails,
disaster is Inevitable.
"Production, too, must be Increased
to the greatest possible extent Present war conditions demand extraordinary efforts, and every man, woman,
boy or girl who can produce food has
a national duty to do so.
"I am confident that when the people

Oyster Fishing by Submarine.
Mr. Simon Lake, the father of the
modern submarine, has suggested the
use of the submarine for polar explora
tlon, for ferrying supplies across Ice
bound rivers, for seeking sunken treas
ure, and for dredging oysters.
Experiments have demonstrated to
Mr. Lake's satisfaction that when the
submarine is at the bottom of the
ocean, the oysters can be sucked up
into it on the vacuum clenner piin
clple. When traversing good ground,
the submarine will suck up 5,000 bush
els of oysters In an hour. This means
that in one hour a mnss of oysters
will be collected which, if compactly
piled, would require a cylinder one and
mile long to hold it
The Idea should be particularly useful
r
fishers, as of Cey
to the
lon, for instance.
three-quarte-
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Dr. Pierce's Pellets are best for liver,
bowels and stomach. One little Pellet
for a laxative, three for a cathartic. Ad.

True Blue.
Cornelius Vanderbllt, nt a luncheon
at Piping Rock, praised an old New
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But Are These Legal Tenders?
"Buy your food with thought," says

a Hooyer bulletin.
"Pay your taxes with a smile," runs
a revenue slogan. Boston Transcript
Hoorayl
Husband At last I have an army
contract. The dogs of war have chased
the wolf from the door. "

LUCKY 'STRIKE
CIGARETTE
YOU'LL

enjoy this real

INDEMNITIES

PRESS GAGGED AND
LEADERS JAILED IN FIGHT

SOCIALIST

TO END STRIKE.
(Vastara New .paper Union Naurs Strvlc.

Copenhagen, Feb. 4. A copy of a
pamphlet issued by the Independent
Socialists, which reached Copenhagen,
shows that the strike In Germany was
prepared by them.
The pamphlet
points out that the
have
brought the peace negotiations and
the future of Germany Into great danger.

Admiral von Tlrpitz, leader of the
Fatherland party, after an interview
with the Imperial chancellor, declared
that he was satisfied with the government's plana concerning the east. Such
a declaration, says the pamphlet,
proves that the government is in collusion with the advocates of violence,
and just at this moment the Reichstag,
the only place where the annexation
ist policy could be attacked, is closed
and other means of criticism made Im
possible by the government.
"Our press Is gagged, our comrades
are imprisoned, and the factories to a
still greater extent are materialized,'
continues the pamphlet.
"Men and women of the working
classes, there is no time to lose! After
the horrors and horrible suffering we
have undertone, a new and frightful
dlsastr-- ' threatens our people yes
even the v hole of humanity.
"Only a peace without indemnities
can save us, and the hour has come
when you must raise your voice for
such a peace."

cigarette.

foil of flavor
as a pipe.

It's

just as good

IT'S TOASTED
The Burley tobacco is
makes the taste
delicious. You know how
toasting improves the flavor
of bread. And it's the
same with tobacco exactly.
toasted;

Amsterdam. The Rhenische Westfallsche Zeltung publishes a Munster
dispatch dated Feb. 1, reproducing a
proclamation issued by the deputy
commanding general, in which he
says:
"Germany is face to face with her
hour of destiny. Her enemies have
abandoned hope of victory by arms
and are now trying to sow dissension
In our ranks.
"I raise my warning voice and aak
you to consider what will happen If
our front begins to totter. Political
resistance must and will, in all circumstances, be smashed. Germany
must not experience such conditions
as the Russian revolution produced,
The worst disturbances were In the
Moablt Dill, where crowds of strikers
attempted to overturn street cars. The
police intervened and were resisted
by the strikers, collisions occurring.
There were stormy scenes also in
North Berlin, and in East Berlin
youths and girls crowded the streets,
climbed on street cars and wrested
the controllers from the motormen or
overturned the cars.
-

London. The Supreme War Coun
ell, which met at Versailles, finds no
approximation In the German chancel

lor's and
foreign
minister's speeches to the terms of
the entente allies, and has decided to
continue the vigorous prosecution of
the waf until peace can be obtained
"based on the principles of freedom
Justice and respect for international
law." This official announcement, was
made here Saturday night.
Austro-Hungaria-

GERMANS

BOMBARD AMERICANS,

Two Killed arid Nine Wounded In Bat
tle aa U. S. Guns Reply, Shell
for Shell.
With the American Army in France,
Feb. 4. A German barrage fire at sundown Saturday night opened the
heaviest bombardment of many days
along the American sector, the Amer
ican artillery replying shell for shell
as the firing of heavy guns spread
along several kilometers of front.
Two Americans were killed and nine
wounded during the bombardment, and
one suffered from shell shock.
Italian forces have repuloed with
heavy losses a violent attack of the
s
launched in an effort
to regain ground lost on the Brenta
Rifle
River front. The Twenty-firs- t
division had 5,000 men put of action,
while Austrian divisions had casual
ties amounting approximately to 50
per cent. The heaviest loss was reported by the One Hundred and Sixtieth landsturm, which, of several
thousand men, has only a few hundred

Question Is Asked by Writer Who Evl- dently Has No Great Liking for
the Breed.

'

Nervous Headaches
Four Bottles of Peruna
Made Me Well f r

Whoever designed the guinea hen
and composed the music for her vocal
orgnns must have used a rasp for a
tuning fork. Guinea hens and their
Mra Effl HUI Blanchester, Ohio,
husbands are alike in appearance;
writes as follows:
when you've seen one you've seen the
cannot tell how much I sufother. Their plumage Is of one and
fered in tha past twelva year. I
the same piece of goods, like the Quakhave been treated by physicians and
ers'. If ever you have Indulged In filno relief only for a short time. I
ing the teeth of a cross-cu- t
saw, you've
was in suoh a condition from nerHeard the synonym of her melody.
vous headaches, auch heavy feeling
Nature did herself a dreadful Injus
as If my brain was pressing down,
and ao nervous I could not get my
tice when she produced this variety of
rtst at night Would have sinking woman. I cannot thank you enough
fowl and the farmer who gives her
pells and then so weak that I could
bourd and lodging is no good Chris
not do my work. I began to take for my recovery."
tian. I sny this because any man who
Perunsv Have taken four bottles cf
Jells you a guinea hen as youthful and
Peruna and have gained in strength
Those who object to liquid medi
tender has designed to skin you. I and flesh, and can say I am
well cines can secure Peruna tablets.
hove a dim recollection of tasting one
many years ago, and I will say this
the gravy was quite tender.
A group of guineas running to keep
Tou can prevent this loathsome disease from running
through your stable and cur all the colts suffering with
DUt of harm's wuy resembles a streak
It when you begin the treatment. No matter how young,
of
calico of somber hue with
SPOHN'S Is safe to use on any colt. It Is wonderful how
polkn-dotIt prevents all distemper, no matter how colts or horses .
The guinea hen lays a
any age are "exposed." All good druggists and turf
at
very small egg with spots on It simigoods houses and manufacturers sell SPOH.VS at 60 cents)
nd tl a bottle; 15 and $10 a dozen.
lar to those we see In cheup grocery
arOHX MEDICAL CO Mfra Cjehea, lad., V. 8. Am
Stores In fly time. The eggs have no
rating In the commercial world. They
War and the "Weather Man."
are used exclusively for hatching more
In this war the "weather ninn," the
trouble. Cartoons Magazine.
meteorologist, has come Into his own.
No one laughs nt hUn now.
His InRECIPE FOR GRAY HAIR.
formation Is desired by the artillery
To half Dint nf water nrlil 1 m Hav officer who has to know the temperav
ture of the air and its moisture conRum, a small box of Barbo Compound,
ind
oz. of glycerine.
Any druggist can tent, the strength of the wind at difput this up or you can mix it at home at ferent levels, and the like, in order
very imie cost, full directions for makthut he may aim his gun. When the
ing and use come in each box of Barbo
temperature is hovering about the
Compound.
will
gradually
darken
It
ran RMUNy
I
streaked, faded gray hair, and make it soft freezing point, the staff wish to know
ma glossy. It will not color the scalp, is not If the Improvised roads will be frozen
iticky or greasy, sad does not rub off. Adv. sufficiently to permit the movement of
guns or motortrucks.
The captains of
Wouldn't Keep Sugar He Found.
the air squadrons must know the conWashington
has another honest dition of the atmosphere up to heights
Is do more necessary
man. He's Edward B. Maddux, who, of 20,000 feet. The Importance of
Smallpox. Army
TYPHOID then
affcr suffering for the lust two months the information may be Judged from
exprieoc has demonstrate
almost
the
miraculous effb
from the sugar famine, turned 340 the fact that we were asked repeatedly
Ctcr, and hsrmlrtsnrta, of Antityphoid Vacclnatloa.
Ba vaccinated NOW by your physician, yoa and
pounds of the "precious stuff" over If there was not some woy by which
tour family. It Is mora vital than house Insurance.
to the Washington police.
He had the American weather reports could
Ask your physician, drugs 1st, or Mod for "Havi
sou
had Typhoid?" telling of Typhoid Vaccina,
found a barrel of granulated sugnr be kept from reaching Germany.
Our
from usa, sod danger from Typhoid Carriers.
faults
near the substation of the Potomac reply had to be that, with Mexico THE CUTTEI
LABORATORY,
BCRKCLEY, CAL.
Electric company. Evidently the bar where it was, nothing could be done.
aoauci. vacciau s Maims asta s. a en. ucuas
rel had been dropped by a truck. Mad- - Joseph S. Ames, in the Atlantic.
dox has been able to get less thun two
Enquire for the
pounds of brown sugur a week, he
J. H. WILSON
Positive Proof.
WilsooNerer Break Trace ' SADDLERY
said. The amount of sugar he found,
CO.
"Is that a reul diamond pin you
on the war basis, would have lasted
Guaranteed
DENVER
"I should say so. My
him four years. He was not regret- have on?"
W. N. U., DENVER, NO.
ful, however, that he had turned the brother did five years for gettln' It."
sugar over to the police to find Its
ATAN END the "female complaints" and
A FIGHT FOR LIFE
rightful owner. Washington Times.
weaknesses that make woman a
life a misery. They're relieved
by Dr. Pierce's Favorite PreWatch Your Skin Improve.
It has been fight or die for many of us
scription. For all the derangeOn rising and retiring gently smear In the past and the lucky people are
ments, disorders, and diseases
those who have suffered, but who are now
the face with Cutlcura Ointment. Wash well because they heeded nature's warnpeculiar to the sex, this is tha
only remedy certain to benefit.
off Ointment in five minutes with Cu- ing signal In time to correct their trouIt's a legitimate medicine for
with that wonderful new discovery
tlcura Soap and hot water. For free ble
Tou
of Dr. Pierce's' called
woman, carefully adapted to
sample address "Cutlcura, Dept. X, should promptly heed these warnings,
her delicate organization, and
Boston."
never conflicting with any of
At druggists and by mall. some of which are dizzy spells, backache,
painful
or
ot
Irregularity
the
the
urine
her conditions. It regulates
Soap 25, Ointment 25 and 50. Adv.
twinges of rheumatism, sciatica or lumand promotes all the proper
bago. To delay may make possible the
functions, builds up and invigodangerous forms of kidney disease, such
The Era of Censorship.
rates the entire system, and
"A little knowledge is a dangerous as Brlght's disease, diabetes or stone In
restores health and strength.
the bladder.
you
Are
weak, nervous and ailing, or
thing," exclaimed the man who quotes.
To overcome these distressing condi"
and overworked? Then it
"Possibly," replied Senator Sorghum. tions take plenty of exercise In the open will bring you
special help. It's tha
"A great deal Just now depends on how air, avoid a heavy meat diet, drink freely mother's friend. It lewens pain and inDr.
of
water
meal
take
at
each
and
life
of
sures
you got your Information and what you
both mother and child.
Pierce's Anurlo Tablets (double strength).
Dr. Pierce's Favorite Prescription has a
Intend to do with It."
Tou will, In a short time, find that you record
of
of success. It is a most poyears
are one of the firm lndorsers of Anurlc,
tent invigorating tonic and strengthening
of neighbors.
thousands
as
are
Ice In a Mine.
is made of the glyceric extracta
drug store and ask for nervine. It
Step
native medicinal roots found in our forIce that formed In the- winters of a sixty-ce- Into the
package of Anurlc, or send of
and contains not a drop of alcohol or
the sixties and seventies, is being un- Dr. V. M. Pierce, Buffalo, N. T., 10c for ests
or Liquid
trial pkg. Anurlc Is many times mors po- harmful drugs. Sold in Tablet
covered by coal companies at Huzle-toby dealers. Tablets 60 cents.
form
tent than llthla.
Pa., In running the culm banks
of the region through the breakers to
The Line Drawn.
Comparative Good Fortune.
meet the demand for unthrnclte crePut was celebrating and he hnd Im"Of course," sulil Jonah, when he
ated by the war. Boston Globe.
bibed too freely. He punched nnother found himself In the whale; "I'm a litman In the fuce and got haled up be- tle nervous."
Important to Mother
fore the court. The Judge told him he
"Cheer up," snld the whnle. "Yoa
Examine carefully every bottle of was charged with striking a man.
ought to be glud I'm an Innocent, inCASTORIA, that famous old remedy
"Shure, yer honor, can't a mun have offensive whale. A few thousand years
for Infants and children, and see that It a bit of fun?" asked Pat.
later you might have been sighted by a
Bears the
"Yes," said the pudge, "but your ruthless submnrine."
Signature of
right to have fun Is ended where this
man's nose begun." Boston TranIn Use for Over 30 Years,
Inadvertent Boasting.
Children Cry for Fletcher's Castoris script
"Do you believe In heredity?"
"Of course I do," replied the gentle
The Cause.
Keep Busy.
"Why, I've got one of tha
egotist.
"My son has some grit in him. I can
Flatbush I'm afraid I'll get stule on brightest boys you ever saw."
tell you." "Been eating war bread, I my garden work during the winter.
suppose.
Ideas.
His Choice.
Bensonhurst For why? Haven't you
got a snow, shovel? Yonkers States"Is he making any special claim for
The foolish little moth looks on the man.
exemption?"
bright side of things and you have
"No. Says he'd rather die in battle
doubtless observed his finish.
Quite So.
than live the rest of his life as a liar."
"These are the bridal apartments."
Britain Is developing a new system
"Oh, what a suite thing!" Balti
Woe to the politician whose nerve
of school hygiene.
more American.
has become affected.

Cannot
Thank

1

Yorker.
American for
"He is a true-blufair," Mr. Vanderbllt said. "His ancestors came over on the Mayflower
and his descendants are going back on
army transports."
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DEPENDS ON ENDINO WAR.

ASK

A GUINEA

You

Enough
For My

.
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COLT DISTEMPER

10-ce-

'PAT

SBHHeS
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-
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Does the Itching Disturb Your Sleep?
A word of advice from Paris Medicine Co., Beaumont and Pine
Sts., St. Louis, Mo. (Manufacturers of LAXATIVE BROMO QUININE
and GROVE'S TASTELESS chill TONIC.)
"
We wish to state to our millions of friends that in

Austro-German-

left.
French forces brought back prison
ers in a raid north of Mortier wood.
Sinks British Ship, 224 Lost.
London. The British armed board
ing steamer Louvain, Lieut. Com. M.
G. Easton commanding, was torpedoed
and sunk by a German submarine in
the eastern Mediterranean on Jan. 21.
Seven officers and 217 men were lost.
J

ñ

Guaranteed by

batéala.
U

Jt ft Jt

stÁ T S B,

John L. Sullivan, 59, Is Dead.
Abington, Mass. John L. Sullivan,
holder of the heavyweight championship of the world for over ten years,
died here. He was 59 years old, being
born Oct. 15, 1853.

V

PAZO PILE OINTMENT
which is manufactured by us, we have a remedy which instantly relieves the intense itching of piles, and you can get restful
sleep after the first application. We have letters from a large number of our customers saying they were permanently cured of this
very annoying trouble. Every druggist has authority from us to
refund the money to every customer who is not perfectly satisfied
after using it. Most all druggists handle it, but if your druggist
should not have it in stock, send us 50 cents in postage stamps with
your Name and Address and it will be mailed to you promptly.
After you try one box of PAZO PILE OINTMENT we know you
will ask your druggist to keep it in stock, and will recommend it to
your friends.
Send for a box of PAZO OINTMENT today and get immediate relief.
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UNION SUNDAY SCHOOL,

IRVIN OGDEN, SP

Subc ration $1.50 Per

Entered as

Meets each Sunday at 10, A. M j
Your
at Christum Churcn.
presence is necessary.
IVEY Supt
F,

AN6 HIBLI8HER

EDITOR

second-clas-

Year

i

t.

a

mutter at the
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postolfice in lioy, New Mexico.
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f
TVt ostión, under God, shall
have

I
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new birth ol freedom,
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In

V
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m

ras

'MyííaO. Dkhkfs, l'lcsiOfnt
Kiss liu,mn U m n i:rt,

Soc'y.
Meets at the Christian Church,
lioy, N. M every Sunday even-inj- r

I

N

1 U

I

I

ind that government oí the
people, by the people, for thu
people, shall not periih (rem
the earth. Liucula.

and LIVERY,;

TO

ut 7 o'clock.
cnrdial cíenme extended to
nil visitors.
A

I

Cars Housed and Cared for
HERE'S

Í..VJ

i

GLORY, GOD
BLESS HER!

Wtñ9

Repair

!f anyone attempts to haul down
the American flag, ehect him on the
n
A. Dix.
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-
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Methodist Episcopal Church
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ROY and MILLS CIRCUIT

TO DO IS TO BRING
2 CENTS, OR 1 CENT
IS ALL YO'd
YOU INCREASE YOUR DEPOSIT
NEED TO START WITH.
THE SAME AMOUNT THIS WEEK.
IN 5 WEEKS;
ALL

I

I

10 CENTS,

AV

YCU

T

J

MEED

5 CENTS.

v

W)

cur

fill I

v

H íLw

CATHOLIC
Mass once each month at the
Catholic Church. Dates unnounc-- i
vd in advance.
,
i
Rev. Fr. Chateau,
f
Priest in charge,

hjel- as show yen how in 3i'weol:o

Come

Davenport Bro's, Proprietors
New Me:
ROY,

spot.--Joh-

aJ

vif!

At Reasonable Rates.

OLD

E,

Y. P. S. C.

1

CLU3 PAYS
CLUB FAYS
CLUB PAYS
CLUS PAYS

j

t.t' Roy Christian
a in and 7 :30 p m

11

2nd and 4th Sunday

25.C0

12.75
OR, YOU CAN MAKE THE LARSEST FAYMENT
DECREASE YOUR PAYMENTS EACH WEEK.

Regular Services as follows:
1st Sunday at Newton School
11 a m and 7:30 p m.
3rd Sunday
Church

$127.60
63.75

'

at Mills

11am and

'

7:30 p m

FIRST AND

V. C. Ilcaton,
Pastor
i
The Congressional investigation whica resulted in provoking
OR YOU CAN PAY IN 50 CENTS,
$l.C0 OP. $5.00 OR
SKUVICKS ON SOLANO CIRCUIT
Secretary cf War, Baker, into
MORE EACH WEEK AND IN 60 WEEKS HAVE $25. S'.O.
Rufus Mahoney, one time a
11 A. M.
Ut Sunday at Mosquero,
OR $230.00.
COME IN AND LET US TELL YOU.
telling the whole truth about the íEv.fKxs2'3 a
Bradley,' 7.00 P. M
homesteader here sends us $3.00
War activities and accomplishWE ADD , PER CENT INTEREST ANNUALLY.
from Le Roy, Minnesota, to keep!
11 A.M.
liiarlley,
3d Sunday,
ments of the United States re'
.
7 P.M.
Mosquero,'
posted
kwninj?
on
30
on
?Kst
gardless of the fact that the
ue a
seems
to
uelow
1th Sundavs al Liberty, 11 A.M.
nd
German Enemy would thus learn
Mr Louis Newman of Solono temperature there,
Solano, 3, P. M.
war secrets, strikes us as a bit of
I!. L. MATTIIKVv', Pastor,
assininity which is inexcusable.
Saturday and Sunday.
SCRAP IRON
.,
....
- To publicly declare all
"71
."mTF?
j
......II
that we
BAPTIST
All
kinds,
per
$10.
Miss Llaude Cerns of Roy is
ton,j
have done in preparation for war
Also, Rags, Bones, Brass
Second Sunday in (.ach .month.
was the only alternative after visiting with Miss Alene
T SO, P. M.
old
of
metal
all
kinds
at
the
Service? 1 1 A. M.
this week.
the puerile charges of Chamter-lain- ,
highest
prices.
market
Rev. W. A. Dawn, Pastor.
as to let the charges stand
'
Mr. and Mrs. Robinson from
Southwestern Junk Co.
unanswered was to play the lives
Ben Harris, buyer,
of thousands of our boys against Pleasant View were calling on
CHRISTIAN
At
Variety
their
old
Machine Works, f
friends Dr. and Mrs.
the- false impression
it ' would
ROY
Roy, New. Mexico.
Gamble Monday.
create,
Services 2d Sunday of each
It is hard to believe that PaAir. and Miss Jim Beam were
month at 11 a. m. 8,00 PM.
Heady for Tomorrow.
triots would stoop to such shopping
4th Sunday of each month at
in Mosquero Monday.
Piillsll cvi'T dny iii'1
('(ine tf'it
methods for political advantage
It. Vmi have du:;i what ym c,Ud;
11.00
a. m. and 8.00 p. nv
We are in the market for 'AH Kinds of Seeds
and Chamberla'n has exposed
Mr. and Mrs. Little of La Cinta enfe, worry, s.irrow, even fear 3d
Communion service at the morn-- j
soon
himself to the world as an un- Canyon were visitors at the dmi'it wpt In; f.:rr:;'f Uiem
ing service.
íis ynn ni. ThN day op 'J that is
worthy Democrat who has prosti Hyatt home Sunday. They were emiil kiiJ aír.'nmorson'
PLEASANT VIEW
tuted the political position he has enroute to Dawson,
Sunday each Month, at 3,
First
attained to the basest uses, He
p.m.
of
Mosquero
the
members
cannot mumur if the people specMILLS
ulate on the probable amount of Perehton Horse Company made
3rd Sunday at 11.00 a. m. 8PM.
money he recieved for betraying a business trip to Roy Thursday.
his trust and boing that which a
O. W. Hrarn. Pastor.
I will offer at Public Auction
Mr. Finch of La Cinta Canyon
Republican could not do without
visited at the Lloyd home Sunday at my farm 8 miles Northwest of
being instantly challenged as a
LODGE DIRECTORY
He reports that Mrs. Henry Roy, 4 miles South 2 west of
politician and not a patriot.
Stone who has been ill for some Mills, N. M. on
Secretary Baker's answer to
time is able to be out again.
Sunate Investigates was a clean
I. O. O. F.
truthful and practical expose of Mr. Amelio Trujillo and Eessrs
HOMESTEAD LODGE 4G
what a "Doer" can accomplish Lawrence and Harry Kingsbury
Sale to commense at 10 o'clock 111
please
offer,
anything
to
Meets at its own Hall
you
have
If
and men whose occupation in life here Róy visitors Saturday night
anarp,
proM,
a.
tne
ioiiowing
quntity.
Every Wednesday
samples
state
and
is merely (Talking) may not comperty
towit:
Evening
A
Red Cross meeting was held
prehend as do the people generVisiting
always wel- school-housBrothers
e
last Saturday
ally. It takes a very meager sup- at the
come.
ply of ordinary brains to equip and continued the business sest
Chas. A. Peare, N. G.
a critic, and any idiot can harp sion which was begun on the pre Grey Driving & Saddle Mare ' ;3
J. E. Wildman, Scc'y.
on the acts of the wisest, but vious Saturday but was adjounn-e- d
on account of a pending storm
civilation has advanced itl spite
of such opposition and the AdRehekah Degree
Mrs. L. N. De Weese visited
ministration at Wsshington is big
t
snilic
G
cows, 4 steer calces
HARMONY LODGE No. 24
enotgh to get ahead to the goal the School last Tuesday. She re- 2 hsíifer calves.
both
Meets 1st. and 3rd. Friday
of
ports
work
."teacher
the
of our ambitions and stop occaEvening each month
interesting.
being
?.nd
pupils
sionally to kick the dogs, that
I. O. 0. F. Hall
snarl about its heels besides,
n
Rev. Matthews delivered a
Miss
Guiñee. N. G.
Lillian
n. Spring WagDn, Topí; i.
to the children last Sunday Buggy, Set Breechir-- Harsess,.
Mrs.Grace V. Ogden Secy.
ult has been brought to my at- in accordance with a promise oei Jigra iiainess, aei oingie
Visiting Sisters welcome
tention that a large number of which he had made .them a few Driving ilarneiis, Mowing Ma- -;
natriotic citizens who subscribed Sundays ago. He had promised chine.. Hay Rake, Disc Harrow
i
Uirlírx
to Liberty Loan bonds of.both the them to preach to them the first 9.Sw- rifCKT
first and second issue are being Sunday there were thirty of gooaasnew,
Jflow.
approached from time to time by them on the front seats.
10 Tona Cane & Millet Hay
Attorney
Law
ii!2ent3 who have, with too fre
Ladies Aid met at the
The
to
tnem
success,
induced
quent
Prompt and Careful Attention
church last week after the busiGiven all Business Entrusted
sell their Liberty Loan bonds and
held a praise
they
session,
ness
to me '
securities
exchange
take in
which in a number of cases have service.
ItOY
NEW MEXICO
Stove. Good TaMe, Chairs, (
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one-Pric-;
Sewing
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WinMachine,
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"Í therefore warn investors m
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to mention.
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securities.
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order
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PUBLIC SALE.
C. V. Sthong. County Treasurer
Tom J. Taylor, jr A isitacto
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Mr,
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of the
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cent
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for
Mc
cash
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in the Country, Thats - tioneer
worthless.
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Mr.
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of them are
a depth 0f
and
of
$10.
Cash.
under;
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abundance
at
Mora, New Mexico
Lloyd found an
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Bros, are doing
Holder
The
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CottonRoy Wood writes from
Complete Indexlto All Lands and Town Property in
His address is MILLS N. "
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.- th
uv..Mora County.
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iaiiooo
v.'Oou
You
can have SALE BILLS
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there instead of Strong City ing
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Grant
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being
are
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Col.
White Auct.
straightened out and we are also prepared)
as heretofore. He wants to know
n
Mr KeUh .g driin? on
Office.
Roy,
W. G. Johnson, Clerk
to furnish Abstracts on these Lands.)
what the chance is to sell his AfreJ Kregg
Hfi expectg
New Mexico.
WE HAVE A REAL ESTATE AND INSURANCE DEPARTMENT
land here, n you
Free Lunch at Noon
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Public Sale

Kaffir Corp,
Cane Seed, Field Corn,
German Millet, Hog Millet!
Milo Maize,

j

buy Jack Rabbits
for the State Food Com'r.
re will

1--

ThursFebl4'18!

j

j

Big Span Mules

The State Council of

DEFENSE.

Cattle

j

Desires to learn what
amount of Seed is
available in this

Farm Machinery

sor-rae-

j

T.nH-ívotM.1- .

;u

j

Household goods

J. B. LUSK

Fl oersneim

at

M ercantile Co
House"

"The
E

.

SELLING OUT?

.

Well-drillin-

.

MORA ABSTRACT COMPANY

j

Col F. O. WHITE

j

--

'

i.n.

John B Hanton

"
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Spanish-America-
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ifi-tt-

"
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Other people's opinion of lis often la
on the kind of things we let

!

THE
NOTICE OF PENDENCY OF

COUNTY

)

OF MOEA

IN THE DISTRICT COURT THERE-OF- ,
FOURTH JUDICIAL
DISTRICT
.

v.

No. 2C25

Carlos Lopes, Guadalupe Lores,
Manuel Vizairiujro, Edward

"

Lewi:;, GeorRO D.

Wilson
Waddin'lfara, Valoría L. de Romeo,
and all unknown claimants of
interest in the prcmh-odescribed in the complaint
r.(lvcr:3 10 the p!ui".ti:f,

,

The above named defendants, Carlo:;
Lopes, Guadalupe Lor.cn, Manuel
Edward Lcv.ii, (eorgo O.
Ford, Wilson WaUdingham, Valeria L.
da Romero, "and r.'.l unknown claimants of Interests in tho premise J de- reribed in the cornoldnt I'dverso to I
the plaintiff," are hereby notified that
the above entitled action has been commenced by the above np.med plaintiffs
tho above named defendants,
the (rune ral objects of which action art
to. quiet in plaintiff the tille to the
real property hereinafter described and
thnt ))luintiíf.-- ' title be established and
that th; above named defcnhrts and
each of them, le barred and forever
estopped from having or claiming any
r'f.ht, title or interest in and to said
real property. The real property affected by this action to which it is
nought to f;uict title bch;;( tho follow-

ing dciicrilcd leal pro..rty, situate
lying- ai'd beiiiK in Mora County, New
-

Mexico,
The Soulhea.-- Quarter of the Northwest Quarter, the Northeast Quarter
of the Southwest Quarter, the North-- .
west Quarter of the Southeast Quarter and tho Southwest Quarter of
Quarter of .Section Six,
'
Tov.nship Nineteen, North, Range
Twentv-3i:Kast.oi the New Mexico
Principal Meridian.
t

c.

defendants, and each of
And
them, are further notified that unless
herein on
they enter their appOa.-unc1318,
or before the ülst day of Ma-hiudgnicnt will be rendered against
ihein by default.
That the name and postoffice
of plair. tilts' attorney is Y. R.
Holly,

Springe:--

Now Mexico.

,

WITNESS: my hand and the seal of
raid court at Mora, Mora Count", New
Mexico, this 19th day of January, 1913
PEDRO A. ORTEGA,
Clerk cf Said Court.

(Seal)

Ter.l if a Cw.l Husband.
Our posit. ..n Is simply iliis: T!.jt to
rn.--n
'.iuS'iii:d who dor-n- 't
Is a
wile:)
lint
ho
oeUie
ti'ti:"
inriains liave uccn moved
liall-i:s.
to the dlaias-V'.viii- i.

vv'

!;.

It

May Concern, You

are hereby notified not to dump
any refuse whatever on any of
my lands or in the public highways adjacent thereto.
Dr. E. P. Brown.

W2 pd.

.1

FOR SALE Good Poland China
boar, coming one year old. One of
the best unregistered hog3 on the mesa
Jack Mahoncy, Roy, N. M.

to commence at 10 o'clock A. M.
Sharp, the following property

4 Mules
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Household Goods.

TERMS
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Me-ic-

Mrs. Joe Woodward,

I can loan you money ort your
final receipt as easy as on your

patent or warranty deed and
your mortgage need not bear but
Come in and
G percent interest.
let us talk to you about your
loan.

o,

j

Col. F. O. WHITE, Auct.

--

W.G.JOHNSON Clerk

""í'

'.i

1

j

ks

Wj-SflJ-

in-.-

F.:-tr-

"-- ,

Embarrassment
In all probability tliero is no state
moro nenio than
of omtiarrassn-.ciiU.at which Is suffered by the bald
1:1:111
who luidlo sit thronsh a 1""S ílír"
limn based .':i the tcxl : "Even th"
hairs of y.ar bead arc numbered."--Philadelph- ia
Inquirer.

0N

--

Mills, N.M.

NOTICE
To Whom

PC2-ICATI-

1-- 2

rscs

Defendant.'.

:

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
NOTICE TOR
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
OHice at Santa Fe, New Mexico,
Department cf tha Interior IT S Land
Department of the Interior, Uni'.rd
January 28, 1918
Office at- Clayton, New Mexico
Notice is hereby Rwcn that Jose Luz
States Land Office. Clayton. N. .V.
Jan. 25 1918
Romero of Roy, Mora County, New
Contest No. G 131.
Notice is hereby given that
We will offer at Public Auction at my farm 15 miles NE of
Mexico, who on November 27, 1914,
26, 1918.
J
made Homestead Entry No. 02224'! for C aud II. Ilnnd'of Roy, N. M. who
Roy, 2 miles east
south of Liberty School, on
To Amado Vi'il, o:' Mosquero, N.M , the WVj SWi.i, Sec. 22; WV4 NVVU, on
Feb. (I 1911 made UK No0127S8 for
See. 27, Twp 20N., Rnjr 21E., N. M.
ContcBtee
Section 35 and SEJ Section 2U
NEt
intenYou are hereby notified that V i! P. Meridian, haa iiled notice of
NMP. Mendianbas
Twp.2iNnny.2GE
tion to nuke Final Three year Proof
liam O. Hunt who gives ' Roy, N w to establish claim to the lana a ove tiled notice of intention to inakc Five
Mexico, Care of William C, Job: h , described, before V. II. Willcox, U. S. year proof, to establish claim to tho
as his Postónica address,
rid, Uommirsior.er; at his oflk-- at Roy, laid above di sci ibed. before F.
New Mexico, on the 20th day of March
on Jan. 21st. 1917, lile in this oftbe bi
II. Foster, U. S. Commissioner, at hi3
1918.
duly corroborated application to o i
Claimant names as witnesses: Al- o;!ice at Roy, N."M. on .Mar. 7 191H
test and secure the cancellation of ,u ur fredo Sandoval, Federico Stein, Bias
to-w- it
Claimant names as witnesses:
nomc-tea- d
entry, Serial number (::,;:! Valdez, all of Va;ton Mound, Morn
11. Abcrnathy
G.
Frank A Roy
New Mexico, and Juan de Mata
and 02lfi'.il, made Feb. 21 and Oc :u
C
C. E. Kidd
E. J. 11. Roy
Co., Nov Mexieo.
Mora
Rov,
of
Mares
Q
1916, f r tin
a d
J
Sec. 11
FRANCISCO DELGADO.
All of Rov New Mexico
and YJ SFJ, Sec. 2. Twp .7
lio ñiiicr
PA2. VALVE RDE
N. Iln& 20 1'.. NMPM. and, as tiro, c'
; 2
1
Span black mules wt 1,200 5 yrs old Span mules wt 1,000
Regit ter
FOR PUBLICATION
his contest be alleges that th- - m.:ó
for
NOnCE
8 yrs old
Klack mare wt 1,200 5 yrs old Bay filley wt 500
Department cf the Interior, C. S. I.am;
Amado Vi;il his w holly aband; in d i
LAND PLATS cf ail kinds
Day horse wt 800 2 yrs. Brown filley wt 700 2 yr
2 yrs old
Oliice at Santa Fe, New Mexico,
said h me. t .ad entry, that be h;i- - f d
28, 1918
January
of U. S. Land
Abstracts
old Mare and colt wt 750 7 yrs old Dark Iron Grey filley
to comply with thti law umbr whi i
Notice ii hereby given that Aapita
Ofilcc
Record?,
MAPS.
wt S00 1 yr old Sorrel filley wt 700 1 yr old Black horse
is seeking title, that lis bus id!.to C. de Romero widow of Narciso RoMexPrompt
New
Attention
County,
Roy,
Mora
of
mero,
improve
colt a dandy 8 mo old.
i vaidt upon, cultivate or
ico,
on Nor. 27, 191. J. and Sept.
that the above mentioned fii
C.N. KOARK
9. 1915. nado Homestead F.ntrv. Ser.
a:. d have e::i:itc-for more i
No. 022244, No. 024658, for 3JÍVÍ o'.W;
Clayton New Mex.
one year lut pn.it and up ti the iV; Sec. 22, E V; NYVV. SW'i NE1.; Ns
,V1-,IWp
fcec.
hereof and that entryman has n .ct SV, bcc. L'i,
N. ?.I. P. it., has filed
20 N, Rmr
Dark red milcji cow 8 yrs old Wt i
milch cow 10 yrs
JACK 1. iSlILLh
as u
betn employed i:i any
no'Jcn of intention to make Final Thro;
Rcancow 4 yr old, calf at tide
old
Red milch cow, 7 yr
liier
ta;-.- -.
sailer, nor in n:;
Y oar Proof to estauli::b. claim to th.
U. S. CornmisGioncr
old. Brown milch cow 4 yrold White-fac- e
ty by the Government of the Uu'leJ land above described, before V II.
milch cow 3 yrs
'
hi?
Commissioner,
U,
S.
at
Willcox,
roofs and all
Fillings,
a,
up to t ie p: re it time.
Stat
old C dandy heifers with calf 2 heifer calves 2 4Jull calves
office at Rov, New Méx., on the 20th
land
matters.
You are, therefore, further nc'.!J day of March, 11)13.
Rid Durham Bill 2 yrold.
that the raid sillera; ions will be la .t n
Claimant name.-- , as witnesses: Viv-- !
Also Surveys and Plats.
"
i
been conf.v.-c.- l iaa Va!dc7, Federico Stein and Illas
-- y i'..;
(Jlk'i r. : La,i-.Prompt Attention ,
:;:id vour aiJ entry w!!! ic Valdez nil of Wairon Mound. Mora
Lv
r- County, New Mas., Jo-- c Luz Romero OiHce at Solano, New Nexico.
cancelled iherfumler without your
,Vf....
New w.
ther right
bel li there. n, i. r of Rov. Mrn
DJ.LL.A1K.
FRANCISCO
o!,
cc
on
aiine.d. i. yju
before this
or
Rej:istDr
Three- Disc Emerson Ganp; Plow
fail to file in this office within twenty
Section Horrow
Stüte of New Mexico,
of
publication
days
FOURTH
after
the
G Disc
FOR PUBLICATION
NOTICE
14 Disc
il
Ridinj? Cultivator RidNOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
this notice, as shown below, your anPublic Land Sale
(he Iat?rior, !'. S. I.a:id
of
Department
ing Lister, 14 in. sod Plow
Steel
2 row Bean Harvester
swer, under, oath, specifically meeting
Odice at Santa Fc, New Síesiío,
Mora County
gcod
and responding to these allegations of
Wheel Wagon 3 4 in.
Steel Wheel Wagon 2 in.
January 23, 1918
time
contest,
you
within
fail
if
or
that
Notice is hercliy r;iven that Frir.cisco OTice of the Coiumissioi.er of Public
Sets of Double Harness.
to file in this office due proof that you Espinosa, of Wagon Mound, N. M.,
Lands,
have served a copy of your answer who. on Nov. 27. Kill, made H.E. No.
Santa Fe, Now Mexbio.
on (ho srid contestant either in per (i:!'!i)7.1. for KV. Sec. 28, Twp. 21N.,
notice;
filed
M.,
M
N
P
has
son or l;y registered mail.
It this R,ir 21E..
Noli.' is hereby given that,
service is made by the delivery of a of intention to make three year proof
to the provisions otan act of
pi'miant
c!
above
fi
land
to
the
Ahniit Tons ood Ciine Hay. 70 Bushels Corn.
copy of your answer to the contest- to establish claim
approved Jane 2dth, Pill',
Congress,
Foutr..
Stanley
A.
ant in person, proof of such service drseriK'd. before
Mound, laws of the State of New Mexico and
Wiiston
at
Commissioner
S.
V.
must be either the said contestant's
22nd day of March, 1918. Rd the rules and regulations of the
written acknowledgment of his re- N. M.. on thenames
as witnesses:
Claimant
Land Office. the Commissioner
ceipt of the copy, showing the date of
I
n? !of Public Lands vi ill o'er nt papliesale
its receipt, or the affidavit of the person by whom the delivery was made Wa-'ito the highest bidder, at 2 u'hvk, P. M.
.
A credit cf 10 morih3 will be given on all 'sums over $10.
Mound. New Mexico.
stating
when and where the copy was
DELCADO,
Wednesday, February 27 ib, 1918. in
on
FRANCISCO
Purchaser giving bankable note or approved Security, withRegister.! tne town ()f Mora, County of Mora and
delivered; if made by registered mail,
out interest if paid when due. If not paid when due, to bear
proof of such service must consist of
in front of the
State of New
A HINTtÓTKíTAGED
the affidavit of the person by whom
interest at the rate of 12 percent from date of sale until paid
people past sixty years of a re court house therein, the following
If
the copy was mailed statinj when and
be persuaded to ?ro to bed as soon sri.ibed trai.u f am viz.-- a3
10 percent discount for cash on sums over $10.00. Sums unthe postofiice tó which it was mailed,
they take cold and remain ui beo
property
in
be
No
to
removed
hand.
until
Cash
der $10.00
and this affidavit must be accompanied for one or two days, they would n sale No. 914 All of Sec 3i, Township
'
by the postmaster's receipt for the cover much more quickly, especially o,
j0, th, Range 20 Fast, containing,
settled for
letter.
if they take Chamberlain's Cugh Ren,
consist of
la.prvements
'
le.,3 danger
You should state in your answer the edy. There would also be
value
fJW.OU.
fencing,
of
any
by
followed
name of the pcslollice to which you of the cold beinfr
desire future notices to be sent to vou. the more rcrious diseases.
Sale No. O!." - N, SEL
SEJ
PAZ VALVERDE,
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
SWJ, Sec. Id: T. 20 N., R. 2'.E., con- taining OoO icivs, Improvements
Date of first publication, Feb. ?, HH8
of the Interior, U. S.,Land sát .f f. r.ting, aluc $262. 50.
- ' - SLcond
- - 9
Office at Clayton, New Méx.,
- third
- - - 1G - 5,1 '
lí!- - T'
"
Sa e
191S
- Jan. 1:1
- fourth
- - IS IMS
Vi-- , i .
íb'E , containing 40 aerea.
2i)N.,
Ii.
ard
Notice is herebv given
NOTICE I'OIC PUBLICATION
Improvements consist of It ncinir, value
F. Cbtney of Mills, New Mexico who T. '
l$ot)-00- on Mar. 21 & June 24 1913 male HE.
Department of the Interior '
tipia:;: for SEi Section
y0 a on the above described tracts
Clayton N M No. Oir.Jli t.n
LUNCH SERVED ON THE GROUNDS
I!. ii. Land UC e at
..
Peciioi of )anJ wu i,e accepted for
NJ-S5 and
than
.Ian 2 193S
1
21N' Range 2 jE N. M. P, jjo.qO per acre, which is the appraised
T'.iwnsliip
Notici is h'M'cliy given that I'higtne
ABOUT CONSTIPATION
Cnvy.
Iiled notice ot intentan, value thereof and in addition thereeo
J. II. Hoy of Uoy, N. M. who or, Mcrhiian, huí
hov,han,
a
in.b
see
We
inn.
final proof to estab the succesful bidder mut pay feir the
make
to
Certain articles of diet tend to check
II. E No 0ir.'4:
Mayfi, nil.
above described improvements.
movements of the bowels. The mosi therefore, wo envy Li'.a : did wo ee
land
to
the
claim
lish
,
.See 28
,
common of these are cheese, tea and how Utile lv enjoy:!, wo. Mamld rather forNKi-NEtU S com, at Roy
II
F
before
Each of the above described tracts
and SE See., 21 Twnp21N
boiled milk. On the other hand raw luty him. To envy n m ill Is to place SEi-SN ,M on the .'ill day of Mar. 19b
lie offered for sa'e separately.
Vill
beiK-aiand
apples
especially
Iiled
hhn,
M.
M,
bananas
2fiE
instantly
yourself
Kango
N.
finita,
has
!'.
Claimant names as witnesses)
The above sale of lands will lie subalso graham bread and whole wheat
notice of intention to make Three
P E Anc'eron
bread promote a movement of the bowA. It.- Hur'i rd
ject to th'3 following tennn and
Years Final Proof, to establish
els. When the bowels are badly conA. A. Ikrford
Horn
D.
ions, viz: the successful bidder must
C
in
to
cuum to the land above described
stipated, however, the sure way
Mexico
N"w
Mili'
of
AL
to the Commissioner of Public
pay
FOR SALE OR TRADE
take one or tvo of Chamberlain's TabU s co:nmis-i.inebefore V H
PAZ VALVERDE,
Lands, or his atent holding such sale,
lets immediately after supper.
good Cane Lay. 4
miles SW office at Roy N. !',!., on tho oi.li day
K.'gister
of the prieá offered by
2
of Mills.
of Mar 1918
'i in lor th land, i'our percent interest
Claimant names as witnesses:
Stanley Cygan,
f such
in advance for the Imlan.-W. E. Cmtrcl!
Ji.hn Schneider
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
tbr.se price, the fees IWr advertising
Frank A. Roy
Jinn Casaus
CHAMCEItLAIN'S TABLETS
and apprais meat ar.d nb s incident
Under new Management
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land al to the sa e h.'rcia an.l ea-- h and all
All of Hoy New Mexico
Oliice at Clayton, New Mexico,
Charles Chapman, Proprietor. Those Tablets are intended especialPAZ VALVERDE, Register
of said ainounis must be deported in
ly for disorders of the stomach, liver
.lan. M, 1919
cash or certified' xch;,nge at tho time
and bowels. If you are troubled with
Notice is hereby given that
heartburn, indigestion or constipation
f sa'e and which said amounts and all
win.
M.
N.
Moiqiiii-of
Maria Tiujillo
CATION
NOTICI
they will do you cood.
f them are subject to forfeitore to the
on Sept. 18, 1915 & Aug H VM made
Free Eaths,
Steam Heated,
U. S. Land II. N. No 014772 & 02(1713 for SWJ Sec l!' Slate of New Mexico if the successful
Interior,
Department
of
the
in
Rooms
Hot and Cold Water
bidder does not execute a contract
NOTICE
Ollice at Clayton, New Mexico,
NWi Secticn 21 Twp. 13N. Knur. 28E.
ivitliin thirty days after it b"3. teen
A quiet, homelike Hotel
19.8
un.
of
,V. M. P. Meridian has filed notice
2',
To Whom It Ifay Concern.
mai
ed to him bv the State Land Office
ope block from the
l nrte ear
Notice is hereby given that .lamp ntention to make
Notice 3 hereby given, that anycontract to provide that t!m pin
said
f
claim
land
to
to
the
establish
Depot, in the
on
t
one buying any Stock, Tools, Im- Miracle of Roy New Mexico who
lesc-ibedF. II. Foster, II. R .,ha r may at bis option make pay-nbefore
OkSCO;
II. F. No.
Oct. 21, 1914,
Main Business District
Commissioner at Rov. N. M., on tin
ts of not les than ore tbirtietli of
plements, Land or Effects owned fur SI.'., iii.l maiic,.
SW; S..( ti.n Ii 'I'.iw.l ."Oth
day nf Feb. 1918.
live per ci rt of the purchase
ninety
R.
Kelly,
by
late,
will'
the
James
p.
N. M.
iiange 27E.
hip 2in.
price at any time after the sale and
Tourists and Land-Seeker- s
Singhiser,
Alex
Brown
Benjamin
F.
do s) at their own risk of having Meridian has iiled notice of in- Francisquiia A rrhide'a Jacinto Galindrc prior t.) the expiration of Ihiit.v years
Will find this the right place.
same replevined by law until Es- - tention to make final three year proof,
from the date of the contract and to
Claimant names as witnesses:
orov;d for the payment of any unpaid
tate is properly settled by a com- to establish claim to fie land above de
Foster
F. II.
before
All of Mr.squer. New Mexico
at the expiration of thirty
iba'ame
petent Administrator. By or- scribed,
U S com, at Rov N. Mex. en the
vears
the date oi ino contract
from
VALVERDE,
PAZ
Kelley
R.
of
James
der of son
5th day of Mar. 1918.
Register. wilh interest on deferred payments at
A good span of Mules or and his only legal heir.
Claimant names as witnesses:
the rate of four per cent per annum
Horses for a Second-han- d
Anyone having information of James Chi istinan
A B. Slush' r
payable in advance on tbe anniversary
FORD CAR.
Joe Mitchell
sale of anything off the Estate A. A. Hime
of the date of tbe contract, partial pay
HARRY LAMMON, notify me.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
ments to be credited on tbe anniversary
All oí Roy New Mexico.
Kephart, N. Mex.
of
tbe date of the contract next followPAZ VALVERDE
Ralph E. Kelley,
Department of the Interior, U. S. Lanr ing date of tender.
Register
2
Kerrobért, Sask. Canada,
Olfiue Clayton New Mexico.

Wed. Feb. 13 1

,

Phoebe Russel Smith,
Henrietta L. Rusael, Trustee,
and Helen II. P.usscl, a minor,
who hues by Henrietta L. Russel
as her next friend,
Plaintiffi,
i

notice or' ontmjt

Public Sale

ACTION

STATE OF NEW MEXICO,

.

SPANISH-AMERICAN-

r

1-- 2

0--

i

El Dorado Hotel

co-t-

E. Las Vegas, N.M.

.

J. E. Wildman, Loan and Insurance Agency. Office at residence north end Chicosa St,
Rov. N. M.

Choice Ranches and Farms
for Sale near Roy. Let us
Show them to yon.
J. L. Hayes Real Estate Co.
N.M.
Roy,

o.

To Trade

2--

.

2

Roy Telephone Co.
Gilstrap Bro's, Prop's

, Office
Connects with

ROY, N. M.

and Exchange,
LONG-DISTANC-

PHONE at.Springer.

E

Solano, Mosquero, MillsAbbott, Taylor Springs
Lines conand intermediate points.
ServiceEfficient
Roy City Exchange,
nected
'

Rural-Communi-

ty

J. E. Gilstrap, Mgr.

Jan.

The. above

M,' 19H

sale of bind will be sub-

NOTICE is hereby given thnt Fr- i ject to va'id existing rights, easements
cisquita Aichuleta, - Heir 'and f ir rights of way and reservations.
Tbe Commissioner ofl'ub'ic Lands or
heirs of bino Archuleta Deceased
!of Mosquero New Mexico, Who oc his agent holding: Suelj. sale reserves
July 13 191'. made II. K. No. 018115 for Ube ri'bt to reject any anlall bids
'
offered at said sale.
WJ-SSEi-SESec 2:3
Possession under contracts of ' sale
Section 23 Twp 1XN. Rng. 2SE N.M.P.
for
the above describ ;d t acts wid ba
of
notice
filed
intention
has
Meridian,
on or befo:-- . Viol er Nr, 191f.
to make Three Year Proof, to estab- - given
s
mv hal"1 a,:(1 Ul" o:ru'ial seal
witness
lish claim to the land above described
Lan OIHcc, of 1h; State
State
ü.
S. Commissionbefore F. H. Foster
1)1
Kw
Mfl',"1''3
er at Roy N. M. on Feb. 201918.
( vember,
of
as
witnesses:
Claimant names
ROBERT P. ERVIEN.
Benjamin F. Brown Jacinto Galindre!
'
C nmi eum.rot Public Land
Alex Singhiser,
Maria Trujiilo
of tae Mute ol rsew Mexico.
All of Mosquero New Mexico.
PAZ VALVERDE, Register.
Pnbli atioa Dec. H, 1917
19
Last Pu iea:iim teb, Í L'U.
-

FAÍRVIEW PHARMAC
The Roy Drug Store

J.

Pure Drugs, Chemicals and
Patent Medicines
Perodicals and" Stationery

Kodaks and Eastman Supplies
Perfumes and Toilet Articles'

Dr. M. D. Gibbs, Prop.
ROY,

N. Mex.

i,

j

I

j

--

'

THE

FOREIGN

AN EPITOME OF

LATE LIVE NEWS
OF THE
PROGRESS OF EVENTS AT
HOME AND ABROAD.

CONDENSED

RECORD

FROM ALL SOURCES
SAYINGS,

DOINGS,

ACHIEVE.
HOPES

MENTS, SUFFERINGS,
AND FEARS OF MANKIND.
Wmu

Nswspapar Union

Km acme.

ABOUT THE WAR
Sixteen classes of Greek rceervlBts
have been called to the colon, a Reu-tedispatch from Athens Bays.
Forty-fivpersons were killed and
207 Injured In the German
air raid
Jan. 28, according to the latest revised
figures.
Drastic measures have been taken
at Berlin to suppress the peace strike,
and port cities were placed under martial law.
French troops penetrated the Ger
man lines in upper Alsace, destroyed
defense works and brought back prisoners, the Paris war office announced,
Nine large British ships were sunk
by
in last week's raids. Six
smaller vessels were lost. An Argentine steamer has been sunk in the
Medlterraneon.
German forces attacked an Ameri
can post on the French front, killing
two men and wounding two. One man
was captured. It is believed the Ger
Dan casualties were greater.
In France and Belgium the fighting
continues to be carried out by the ar
tillery wings of the belligerents. Paris
reports the capture of a few prisoners
In a minor raid near the Meuse.
British casualties reported during
,
the month of January totaled 73,017.
Mora than 2,600 prisoners have been
taken by the Italians in their success
ful attacks upon the Austrian lines
on the Asiago plateau, the war office
announced at Rome. Six guns and 100
machine guns also have been cap- lured.
Auetrlans endeavored to evict the
Italians from new positions on Monte
di Val Bella, in the Asiago plateau sector, but were repulsed before they
could reach the line of the defenders.
Previously the Italians by a quick
stroke, masterfully carried out, had
pushed further forward their line in
this region to the head of the Telago
valley. The Austrian losses in the past
few days' fighting, not including the
men made prisoners, are estimated at
between 5,000 and 6,000.
The warning proclamation issued by
the Berlin military superior in command follows: "Having now introduced a more drastic state of siege, I
shall not have a population in doubt
that I intend to suppress every attempt to disturb peace and order with
all means at my disposal. I, therefore,
warn every orderly citizen not to take
part in any way in public meetings.
Everyone must quietly carry out his
duties and keep away from crowds. If
arms have to be used, no distinction
a
can be made between disturbers of order and those who are not taking part
in such disturbances."
e

WESTERN
John Wilkinson, 70 years old, an old
Indian fighter, was shot and killed
while seeking to mediate between his
sons, George and James, at Annabella,
Utah.
In a stirring address before an audience of soldiers at Camp Jackson, Columbia, S. C, former President Taft
declared the United States ought to
raise an army of 5,000,000 men.
One thousand families of Newport,
Ky., a suburb of Cincinnati, are homeless as a result of floods which have
driven them from their homes. About
thirty-fivsquare miles, or
of Cincinnati, is inundated by water.
Ice, freezing on the water, is hampering relief.' It is almost impossible to
maneuver boats.
The war conference of farmers
closed its convention at Champaign,
111., after outlining a plan
for increased production during the coming
year and urging its adoption by the
farmers of the nation as their response
to President Wilson's message calling
attention to the country's need of their
assistance in winning the war,
e

one-thir-

d

WASHINGTON
Livestock in the United States on
Jan. 1 was valued at $8,263,524,000, the
Department of Agriculture announced.
That was an increase of $1,527,912,000
over a year ago.
Virtual reorganization of the Department of Labor has been decided on by
Secretary Wilson as the first move in
a plan to establish a war labor administration which will formulate a
broad national labor party for the duration of the war.
Germany's war chiefs are using
strong means to quell the unrest in
her great manufacturing centers and
prevent tts development In the army.
Evidences of unrest in the desertion to
the allies of Alsatians In the Fifty-fourtreserve infantry regiment of
the Eightieth reserve division in the
last few days resulted in an order to
s
put all
to hard
Jan. 25.
The new Victory bread prescribed
by the food administration must be
sold at the prices that now obtain for
Its equivalent of white bread.
h

Alsace-Lorralner-

la-t-

SPANISH-AMERICA-

OLD PRESCRIPTION

Yochow, the strategic key to the upper Yang Tse lang, has been captured
by the southern revolutionists, according to a report from Hankow.
Another unsuccessful attempt on th
life of Premier Lenlne was made, according to the Petrograd correspondent of the London Dally News.

The Finnish revolutionists have
formed a government under the presidency of Kullerwo Manner, according
to a telegram from Helslngfors.
Cossack regiments which revolted
against General Kaledine, hetmán of
the Don Cossacks, have declared a
civil war, according to advices received at Petrograd.
Forty lives were lost through the
sinking of the French freight transport Drome and the trawler Kerblhan,
which struck mines Jan. 23 within
sight of Marseilles.
An official statement Issued by the
Bolshevik government says that "the
new Workmen's and Peasants' Red
army will serve to support the coming
social revolution in Europe."
Dr. Alexander Wekerle, Hungarian
premier, In addressing the Diet, de
clared: "Our readiness for peace Is
sincere and earnest. We never strove
nor do we strive for conquests."
Three severe shocks of earthquake
were felt at Guatemala City. Many
buildings damaged in the recent disturbances were completely razed. One
person was killed and several injured
The Bolshevlkl have split on the
question of peace, a majority being
against the conclusion of peace on the
German terms and in favor of a holy
war, a dispatch from Petrograd says,
A dispatch to the London Exchange
Telegraph from Petrograd says: "Bol
shevlk forces entered Kiev. They have
occupied the arsenal. The town sur
rendered after four shots had been
fired."
The marquis of Lansdowne in an ad
dress in London said that he concurred entirely with the recent
speeches of David Lloyd George, the
British prime minister, and President
Wilson on peace aims.
A revolution of the proletariat has
been proclaimed in Finland and the
social democratic committee has published a manifesto announcing that
the authority belongs solely to the
working classes and the organs repre
senting them.
The workmen's and soldiers' govern
ment at Petrograd has appointed John
Reed, an American newspaper man
and socialist, as consul of the work
men's and soldiers' republic in New
York, in succession to the consul ap
pointed by the old regime.

SPORT
The University of Nebraska defeat
ed Camp Dodge, 19 to 16, in basket- ball at Lincoln, Neb.
Conscript, owned by F. T. Bedford
of New York, won lirst place In the
stud dog stake at Calhoun, Ala., In the
final event of the National Field Trials
Association.
John Moore of Chicago defeated Alfredo de Oro, world's
bil
liard champion, in the ambulance fund,
50 to 49, In the closest and most exciting game of the tournament at Chithree-cushio-

cago.

n

DOCTOR URGED

FOR WEAK KIDSEYS
Hsve yon ever stopped to reason why
It is that to many products that are extensively advertised, all at once drop out
of sight and are toon forgotten!
The
reason is plain the article did not fulfil
the promises of the manufacturer. This
applies more particularly to a medicine.
A medicinal preparation that has real
curative value almost tells itself, as like
an enaiess cnain system the remedy
recommended by those who have been
benefited, to those who are in need of it,
A prominent druggist sayi, "Take for
example Dr Kilmer's Swamp-Root- ,
a
preparation I have aold for many yean
nu never nesuaie 10 recommend, lor in
almost every case it shows excellent
as many of mv customers testify.
No other kidney remedy that I know of
Bas so large a tale."
According to tworn statement) and
verified testimony of thousands who hare
used the preparation, the success of Dr.
Kilmers' Swamp-Roo- t
is due to the fact
that, so many people claim, it fulfils almost every wixh in overcoming kidney,
liver and bladder ailments, corrects urinary troubles and neutralizes the urio
acid which causea rheumatism.
You may receive a sample bottle of
Swamp-Roo- t
by Parcel Post. Address
Dr. Kilmer & Co., Binghamton, N. Y , and
enclose ten cents; also mention this paper,
Lrge ana medium size bottles for
at all drug stores. Adv.

AN QPERATIOn
Instead I took Lydia E. Pink
ham's Vegetable Compound
and Was Cured.

Who fills

mince pie.
"Two scrawny little girls attracted
my attention, and I halted near them
to hear how they were enjoying them
selves. This Is the dialogue I heard
"'Say, Mnme, ain't this grand?'
" 'You bet It Is I Only I'm sorry for
one thing, Lizzie.'
"'What are you sorry for, Mame?'
"'I'm sorry I went and got me cor-
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No Dead Line for This Minister.
Who said there was such a thing as
a dead line for the ministry? Rev. S.
Swann, an English clergyman, has
Just beaten the athletic record of Lieutenant Miller, a Dane.
He did
six successive
half miles, cycling,
walking, running, paddling, sculling,
and swimming, in 26 minutes, 30
seconds, excelling the Dane's record
by three minutes, lacking one second.
years old I If
The winner is fifty-fiv- e
he can preach as well and as quickly as he can go through these successive locomotive stunts he. is some

bef or
y Compound
consenting to an.
operation. I took
fl five
bottles of it and
ff
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If you wish beautiful, clear
clothes, use Red Cross Bag Blue.
good grocers. Adv.
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Chivalrous Youngsters.
Henry has a large Newfoundland
dog numed Rex.
While at play a
frozen and hungry little dog approached.
Rex growled 'and Harry
said: "Be a gentleman, Rex. Don't
hurt the little dog ; he got no home or
'
friends."

Bandsman Blake lost the middle
weight boxing championship of Great
The Softest.
Britain at the Nátlonal Sporting club
"Why is it," queried the fair widow,
in London when he was defeated by "that they always say a man 'pines'
Sergt. Pat O'Keefe, former welter tor a woman?"
weight champion of Ireland. O'Keefe'i
"I suppose," growled the fussy bach
victory came in the second round.
elor, "it's because pine Is about the
softest wood there Is."
GENERAL
The lone American soldier that the
Germans took prisoner in the trench BOSCHEE'S GERMAN SYRUP
raid Jan. 28, against the American
lines was Private John Jill, according will quiet your cough, soothe the into his comrades.
flammation of a sore throat and lungs,
The five remaining Americans in stop Irritation In the bronchial tubes,
Belgium have been denied the right to Insuring a good night's rest, free from
enter Holland since Jan. 16, the Span- coughing and with easy expectoration
Made and sold in
ish minister at Brussels has informed In the morning.
years. A won
the minister at The Hague, State De America for fifty-tw- o
derful prescription, assisting Nature in
partment dispatches said.
More than 15,000 tons of bituminous building up your general health and
coal were seized by State Fuel Admin- throwing off the disease. Especially
istrator Potter at Philadelphia and useful in lung trouble, asthma, croup,
evenly distributed among retailers for bronchitis, etc. For sale In all civildomestic use and forty-fivmanufac- ized countries. Adv.
turing establishments working on war
Obviously.
orders.
"Come on," suid the first flea as he
National registration of women hopped from the brown bear's foreleg ;
available for work on farms is planned "come over and Join me at a short
by the department of labor as one of game of golf."
the advance steps in a campaign to
"Golf," exclaimed the second flea,
secure a sufficiency of farm labor for hastily taking a bite of hyena j "where
every section of the country during in
the realm of Barnum are we going
,
the coming season.
to pliiy jrolf ?"
Driving squarely into a school bus
"Why," said the first flea, "over on
loaded with twenty-fivchildren re the lynx, of course." Jack o' Lantern.
turning from school near Barnum,
Minn., a southbound Northern Pacific
"Cold
Head"
passenger train crashed through the ll an acute attacklaofthe
Nasal Catarrh. Perbus, killing seven of the occupants and sons who are subject to frequent "colds
the head" will find that the usa of
injuring all the others, including the In
HALL'S CATARRH MEDICINE will
build ud the System, cleanse the Blood
driver.
and render them less liable to colds.
With the assertion that 3,000 cars Repeated attacks of Acute Catarrh may
to Chronic Catarrh.
of potatoes must be moved from Idaho lead
HAT.T.'R CATARRH MEDICINE Is tak- Falls, Idaho, within the next 60 days en Internally and acts through the Blood
Muooua Surfaces of the System.
to prevent loss to the shippers, the on theDruggists
76c. Testimonials rree.
All
Boonevllie County Potato Growers' asUnOflO
for anv case of catarrh that
MEDICINE will not
CATARRH
HALL'S
sociation passed resolutions remonure.
strating against a recent railroad orCO.,
jr. j. Cheney &
xoieao, unio.
der which sent empty potato cars to
the Pacific coast.
Easiest Way.
"What's the best way of getting
The Moscow council of workmen's
and soldiers' deputies has declared the some hard cash?"
"Work some soft thing."
German peace proposals unacceptable,
and has suggested that the council of
As long as a man Is of a forgiving
national commissioners organize a
Socialistic army to fight against Ger- disposition a woman doesn't care
whether he pays his debts or not.
man imperialism.
Early measures looking to governIt's the love of the other fellow for
ment control of the production and
money that Is the root of all evil.
your
distribution of oil were forecast after
a visit to the White House of Fuel
Complete
Garfield.
Administrator
When Your Eyes Need Care
plans for instituting a licensing sysTry Murine Eye Remedy
tem, it was said, were presented by
Ho Smarting Jntt Hr Comfort. (0 eenta al
or mall. Write for Free Bra Book.
DnwitsU
the fuel administrator.
CO., CUICAUO
UJiUMB EX JE
e

e
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more. Md.
It is only natural for any woman to
dread the thought of an operation. So
many women have been restored to
health by this famous remedy, Lydia E.
Pinkham's Vegetable Compound, after
an operation has been advised that it
will pay any woman who suffers from
such ailments to consider trying it be
fore submitting to such a trying ordeaL

My Valentine!

At all

It has completely
cured me and my

work is a pleasure. I tell all my f rienda
who have any trouble of this kind what
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable ComNellib B.
pound has done for me.

-
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preacher!

me for a time but
my doctor was always urging me to
Jiave an operation.
My sister asked meto try Lydia E. Pink,
h a m's Vetretab'iié

My --Valentine!

N the morning of St Val
entine's day the boarders
at Mrs. Munson's gathered
around the long table with
perhaps an unusual Inter
est in the morning's malL
Hut the postman was
late and breakfast lagged.
Once or twice Mrs. Munson hffd thrust her sharp nose into the
room and had even asked Mr. Root If
there was anything more he wished.
Second helpings of anything being
rare at the Munson table, Mr. Root's
fellow boarders grinned appreciatively when Selma thudded heavily In with
a second cupful of a muddy mixture,
politely called coffee.
"Expecting a valentine, Mr. Rootr
asked mischievous Ethel Raymond, the
little stenographer, who was to be
married at Easter.
Mr. Root blushed furiously and look
ed into his coffee.
'I am looking for an Important let
ter," he said severely.
"Valentines are Important, teased
Ethel, for she liked the quiet little
gray man who had been bookkeeper
years in a downtown
for twenty-fiv- e
warehouse. Mr. Root's bachelor quarters at the top of the house had been
spoken of as a model of comfort by
the men of the Munson boarding house
but the women would have It that the
little man must be lonesome, and
among themselves they had secretly de
cided that it would be a fitting ro
mance if Mr. Root married Miss Ida
WIngfleld, the schoolteacher who sat
at the end of the table.
Miss WIngfleld, once pretty, now
pale and tired, with rather a distinguished air lent by her abundant gray
hair, always played Mr. Root's accompaniments when he brought his violin
down to the parlor.
"There's the postman now I" cried
Ethel Raymond eagerly.
A loud knock came at the basement
door and Selma plodded slowly to take
In the handful of letters.
Ida WIngfleld picked up her valentine, broke the seal with a reverent
finger and pulled out a charming concoction of lace paper and golden hearts
and flying cupids. There were roses
s
and
and arrows scattered everywhere.
"Ah 1" breathed the excited table as
Miss WIngfleld replaced it in the enforget-me-not-

velope.
"You are satisfied, Mrs. Munsont"
asked Mr. Root in a rasping tone.
'Td like to know who sent it," sniffed
Mrs. Munson as she went out and
banged the door after her.
"Impertliient Insufferable 1" gasped
old Mrs. Dodd, as she followed the
schoolteacher out Into the basement
hall. "I wouldn't remain here a day
longer only Mrs. Munson is an excellent cook and as neat as wax person:
ally she Is Impossible 1" She pounded

ftr.

BADGER BALM

soothing and healing ointment
Kioellent for sora taats and ln
t1amKi uddari, Had Uie Frmcilcsü
Horn Vtrlntftiian. ttand foi
free book lit on AbohtioW 1m Cowl,
If Bo dealr In runrbttn. writ
lam lotMrti' Iff. C., 100 tomé tout, WMtafti, Via,
A

DENTIST'S

sets mended."
Piles Curad In á ta U Hava
Drafglst ntuuá money If PAZO OINTMSNT falls
to curs Itching, Blind, Blooding or IToUniltas PUm,

Baltimore, Md. "Nearly four year
suffered from organic troubles, ner
vousness and bead
aches and every
month would have to
tav in bed most of
Treatthe timo.
ments would relieve

turns life's Winter into Mfaff
es labor wear the guise di tilhy
Aria charms Darterres from steme clay?

One Sorrow.

John Mitchell, chnlrmnn of the food
commission of New York, told a reporter a Christmas slum story.
"I visited a hall In Pittsburgh one
Chrlstmus," he said, "where 200 children from the poorest quarter were
fed on turkey, cranberry sauce and

my thou 1'hls from morn

IDEA

OF

HUMOR

6eems Mean to Invite a Man to Lunch
and Then Fix Him 80 Ha

tumeSfe!.

Can't Eat

cane on the stairs as
she mounted.
Ida WIngfleld slipped into her warm
cloak and went out into the snowy
streets. The wonderful
valentine
burned against her heart ; she was con
scious of its proximity all day. It took
away the sting from the comic one she
found in her desk, and it upheld her
through a trying day with her pupils.
Night found her coming home to the
boarding bouse and her dull room with
star-lik- e
eyes and flushed cheeks. She
looked positively lovely. Romance was
not dead after all.
Mrs. Munson came Into the dining
room with Importance written on ber
sallow countenance.
"Miss WIngfleld, Tm dreadfully sorry but I'm afraid that valentine you
got this morning isn't for you, after all.
Along about noon a lady came in from
next door and said that her name was
WIngfleld and wanted to know If any
mall for ber had been left here by mis
take. Said ber name was Inez WIng
fleld so I guess, maybe, that valentine
was for her."
Ida WIngfleld suddenly looked ill;
all the light and color died out of her
gold-heade- d

jjL

It was noon when we dropped Into
he dentist's office. The doctor greeted
us cordially as we fell Into his chair
and prepared to submit ourselves to
torture.
There was the usual clatter of In
struments on the white tray as we
opened our juws and the dentist peered Into them. This time his object of
attention was the cavity from which
he had recently extracted a tooth.
"What are you going to do after I
get through?" said the doctor mildly.
Between his fist and his mirror we
blurted out something about lunch.
"Go to lunch with me, will you?"
We nodded our assent and then it
happened. Something that felt as big
as a crowbar is and was as sharp as a
new safety razor blade is supposed to
be went up Into the roof of our mouth.
When we Inndcd down again on the
chair and the pain had eased off a
trifle we started to laugh.
"You're good," we exclaimed.
"In
vite a man to lunch, and then fix him
so he can't ent" Detroit Free Press.
Physicians' Deaths.
As an example of how malicious and
seemingly Innocent is German propaganda in the United States may be
cited the rumors and the actual facts
about mortality among the allied
physicians at the western front.
Recently the actual statistics were
produced, which showed that the battle risks of a physician are scarcely
more than those of civil life. Between
the beginning of the war and June 25,
1917, only 195 French and English doc
tors have been killed, 707 wounded and
62 cut down by disease.
A Kitchen Paradox.
"Tour cook is certainly a rare one."
Tet everything she does is well

done."

Ciiiilli III
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Unlike
other cereals
"Valentines Are Important"
face. Slowly she took the envelope
from her bosom and passed it to the
woman beside her.
There was silence around the table
for an Instant Then before Mrs. Munson could move away Asa Root got up
and held out his hand. '
"I will take that letter, If you please,
Mrs. Munson. It belongs to Miss WIng
fleld I know because I sent it to her
"Perhaps Miss WIngfleld will tell you
that she Is going to marry me very
soon," said Mr. Root confidently, al
though this was not only news to him
self but to Ida WIngfleld as well.
"Tell them are you, Ida?" whis
pered Mr. Root eagerly.
"Why yes of course I" murmured
Miss WIngfleld shyly, and that was the
only proposal of marriage that she received from the bookkeeper but when
Easter dawned there were two wed
dings from the Munson house fend one
of the brides was Ida WIngfleld.
hard-feature- d
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"I can't talk and drive a speed
at the same time," he told her,
twisting the gray car Into the road she
had Indicated, and he made the assertion good by covering the four remaining miles In the same preoccupied
wagon

COM-

PANY'S PROPERTY AT THE RISK OF HIS LIFE

Smith, cashier of the Lawrencevllle Bank
Montagu
8ynopst-- J.
and Trust company, bachelor society leader, engaged to marry Yerda
Richlander, heiress, Is wrongfully accused of dishonesty by Watroua
Dunham, his employer, and urged to be the scapegoat for his guilty accuser. Smith strikes Dunham, leares him for dead and flees the state,
lie turns up as a tramp sometime later at an Irrigation dam construction camp la the Rockies and as John Smith gets a rough Job. He soon
attracts the attention of his boss by his evidence of superior intelligence; and because the company Is In financial straits, Is asked to Join
the office staff and become a sort of financial adviser. About this time
Smith saves the life of Miss Corona Baldwin, daughter of Col. Dexter
.
Baldwin, president of the company. .,

Gathered From All Over

That Cold

Weatern Nawapapar Union

(Copyright by diaria Scribaar't Sou)

SMITH TAKES IT UPON HIMSELF TO SAVE THE

and Kills

New Mexico

By FRANCIS LYNDE

AFTER SAVING THE UFE OF DAINTY CORONA BALDWIN,

Pithy News Items

fashion.

There was a reason, of a sort, for
his silence; two of them, to be exact
For one, he was troubled by that
haunting sense of familiarity which
was still trying to tell him that this
was not his first meetlpg with Colonel
Baldwin's daughter; and the other,
much bigger and more depressing, was
the realization that In breaking with
his past he had broken also with the
world of women, at least to the extent
of ever asking one of them to marry

"They looked like a bunoh of hired
assassins," said Smith, with a grin.
"It's some more of the Interference,
isn't itr
The colonel's square Jaw settled Into
the fighting angle.
"How much do you know about this
of ours, Smith?" he
business mix-uasked.
"All that Williams could tell me in
a little
talk we had the
other day."
"You agreed with him that there
was a tolerably big nigger in the woodpile, didn't you?"
1 had already gathered that much
from the camp gossip."
"Well, it's so. We're Just about as
helpless as a bunch of cattle In a sinkhole," was the ranchman president's
confirmatiou of the camp guesses.
"What In the name of the great horn
spoon can we do more than we have
p

heart-to-hea-

rt

him.
He pushed the thought aside, com
ing back to the other one the puzzle
of familiarity when Miss Baldwin
pointed to a transplanted Missouri done?"
legs and bodies, sufficiently terrifying, farm mansion, with a columned por"There are a number of things that
one would suppose, to a young woman tico, standing In a grove of cotton- - might be done," said Smith, falling
CHAPTER VI Continued.
d
side of the
"I was born here in Tlmanyonl, and Bitting calmly In an automobile a hun- woods on the
back reflectively upon the presumably
road, telling him It was Hlllcrest
you haven't been here three weeks: dred yards away.
portal
stone
There was a massive
The struggle was short in Just pro
do you think I'd be afraid to go anyportion to its vigor, and at the end of fronting the road, and when be got
where that youll gof
"Well see about that," he chuckled, It two of the trespassers were knocked down to open the gates the young
matching the laugh; and with that be out, and Smith was dragging the third woman took the wheel and drove
let the dutch take hold, sent the car over to the wagon, Into which he pres through; whereupon he decided that
rolling gently up to the level of the ently heaved the man as If he had It was time for him to break away,
railroad embankment and across the been a sack of meal Miss Baldwin, and said so.
"But how will you get back to the
rails of the main track, and pulled It Bitting in the car, saw her ally dive
around until It was headed fairly for Into the covered wagon and come out camp?" she asked.
"I have my two legs yet, and the
the upper switch. Then he put the with a pair of rifles. Pausing only
motor In the reverse and began to long enough to smash the guns, one walking Isn't bad."
"No; but you might meet those
back the car on the siding, steering after the other, over the wagon wheel,
so that the wheels on one side bugged be started back after the two other two men again."
"That is the least of my troubles."
men. They were not waiting to be
the Inside of one ralL
up
Corona Baldwin, like the Mis
wagon;
Miss
were
they
to
you
carried
trying
the
are
world
"What In the
to dor questioned the young woman and running in a wide semicircle to sourl colonel, her father, came upon
reach their hope of retreat Unslaln, if moments now and then when she had
who had said she was not afraid.
mat mignt oe. it was an very orutai the ultimate courage of her Impulses.
wait
temporized;
"Just
"Walt," he
"I should have said you hadn't a
a minute and get ready to hang on and barbarous, no doubt but the
she asserted,
like grim death. We're going across colonel's daughter was Western born trouble In the world,"
and bred, and she clapped her hands meeting his gaze level-eyen that trestle."
The polite paraphrases of the cof
He fully expected her to shriek and and laughed In sheer enthusiasm when
grab for the steering wheel. That, he she saw Smith make a show of chas fined period were slipping to the end
of his tongue, but be set his teeth upon
told himself, was what the normal ing the circling runners.
Coto
Miss
her until after them and said, instead: "That's all
young woman would do. But
He did not return
he had pulled up the freshly driven you know about It What If I should L"They
rona disappointed him.
Looked Like a Bunch of Hired
TouTl put us both into the river, stakes and thrown them away, and by tell you that you've Been driving this
Assassins.
escaped
morning
convict?"
an
with
Colonel-daddywagon,
horses
the
car,
with
but I that time the
and smash
"I shouldn't believe it," she said dead and burled
guess the Baldwin family can stand It lashed to a keen gallop, was disappart of
If you can," she remarked quite calmly. pearing over the crest of the northern calmly.
manage to stay
you
can
If
"And
him.
"Well, you haven't not quite," heJ
Smith kept on backing until the car ridge.
In the game and play It out, there Is
"That's one way to get rid of them, returned, adding the qualifying phrase big money In it for all of you ; enough
had passed the switch from which the
sold the emancipated bank In sheer honesty.
spur branched off to cross to the mate- Isn't
to make It well worth while for you to
She had untied her veil and was
rial yard on the opposite side of the man, Jocosely, upon' taking his place
put up the fight of your lives."
wouldn't
If
he
hospitably
asking
him
put
cramp
It for the turn.
in the car to
river. A skillful bit of Juggling
"Big money? you mean In saving
the roadster over on the ties of the "Was that something like the notion come In and meet her mother. Some- our Investment?"
thing In the way she said It, some little
spur-tracThen he turned to his fei you had In mind?"
"Oh, no ; not at all ; In cinching the
And twist of the lips or look of the eyes,
"Mercy, nol" she rejoined.
low risk.
fellows," Smith put In genially,
recogother
complete
of
spring
"Sit low and hang on with both then : "Are you sure you are not hurt?" touched the
Colonel Dexter Baldwin lifted his
vanpuzzle
familiarity
nition,
and
the
evaded,
hands" he directed. "Nowl" and he
"Not worth mentioning,". he
soft hat and ran his fingers through
opened the throttle.
"Those duffers couldn't hurt anybody, ished instantly.
grizzled hair.
working-man,his
"
am
a
forget
that I
The trestle was not much above two to long as they couldn't get to their
"Say, Smith; you mustn't forget
"My gang In the
smiled.
he
hundred feet long, and, happily, the guns."
t
quarry will think I've found a bottle that I'm from Missouri," be said half
cross-tie-s
were closely spaced. Steered
"But you have saved the company at somewhere."
And then : "Did you ever quizzically.
to a hair, the big car went bumping your own expense. They will be sure
lose a glove, Miss Baldwin a white
"But I shouldn't think you'd need
across, and In his Innermost recesses to have you arrested."
finger?"
a
one
In
hole
kid
be 'shown' In this particular in
with
little
to
Immediate
Smith was saying to his
"We won't cross that bridge until
"Dozens of them," she admitted; stance," was the sinlllng rejoinder.
bank clerk: we come to it," he returned. "If we
ancestor, the
"Tou swab I You never saw the day were back in the country from which "and most of them had holes, I'm "The chance to sell you people water
when you could do a thing like this I have lately escaped, it would be afraid. But what has that to do with from your own dam Isn't the only
. . . you thought you had me tied proper for me to ask your permission your coming In and meeting mamma thing or the main thing in this case.
up in a bunch of ribbon, didn't your' to drive you safely home. Since we and letting her thank you for saving They are obliged to have this dam site,
or, at least, one as high up the river
If Miss Baldwin were frightened, are not I shall assume the permission my life?"
"Nothing at all, of course," he as this, In order to get the water over
she did not show It Smith Jerked the and do it anyway".
hastened to say; and with that he to their newly alienated grant In the
roadster but of the entanglement of
"Oh, is that necessary?" she asked, bade her good-brather abruptly, and western half of the park."
may
"Tou
said:
and
railroad
track
the
nothing more
meaning, as he took
"You've got it straight," said the
sit up now and tell me which way to than comradely deprecation at putting turned his back upon the transplanted
Missouri mansion, muttering to him colonel.
go. I don't know anything about the
him to the trouble of It
"Very good. Then they're simply
self as he closed the portal gates beroads over here."
"Not absolutely necessary, perhaps, hind him : " 'Baldwin,' of course I What obliged to have your dam, or
Don't
way
across
the
She pointed out the
drop
might
You
but decently prudent
dash followed, me opposite the dam, but you'd have an ass I was not to remember the you see the alternative now, colonel?"
hills, and a four-mil- e
"Heavens to Betsy!" exclaimed the
Up hill and down the big roadster to pass those fellows somewhere on name I And now I've got the other
too; it's 'Corona.'"
breeder of fine horses, bringing his fist
raced, devouring the Interspaces, and the way, and they might try to make half of
down upon Williams' desk with a crash
at the topping of the last of the ridges, It unpleasant for you."
CHAPTER VII.
g
that made the ink bottles dance. And
swale which was
In a small,
She made no further comment and
we
then: "What a lot of fence-post- s
view
in
any
of
point
from
well hidden
spinning along over
car
sent
he
the
Tlmanyonl
Ditch.
are the whole kit and b'illn' of usl
the vicinity of the distant dam, they the hills to the westward. A mile
Smith had his vote of thanks from If they get the dnm, they sell water to
came upon the Interlopers. There
Colonel
Dexter Baldwin In Williams' us ; If they don't get it, we sell It to
a
two
and
men
horses
and
were three
sheet-Iro- n
office at the dam, the .theml"
covered wagon, as Martin's telephone
colonel having driven out to the camp
message had catalogued them. The
"That's It, exactly," Smith put In
for the express purpose ; and the chief quietly. "And I should say that your
horses were still In the traces, and Just
of construction himself was not pres stake In the game is worth the stillest
beyond the wagon a legal mining
ent
fight you can make to save it Don't
claim had been marked out by freshly
"You've loaded us up with a toler- you agree with me?"
two
of
end
the
one
At
stakes.
driven
ably heavy obligation, Smith Corry's
men were digging perfunctorily, while
"Great Jehu! I should say sol"
mother and me," was the way the ejaculated the amateur trust fighter,
the third was tacking the legal notice
colonel summed up. "If you hadn't Then he broke down the barriers mason a bit of board nailed to one of the
on deck and strictly on the Job terfully. "That settles
been
Smith. You
stakes.
at that railroad crossing yesterday can't wiggle out of it now, no way or
Smith sent the gray car rocketing
morning"
down into the swale, brought it to a
shape. You've got to come over into
colonel," Smith
"Don't mention
stand with a thrust of the brakes, and
Macedonia and help us. Williams tells
broke in. "I did nothing more than me you refused him, but you can't re
Jumped out Once more the primitive
any man would have done for any
Stone Age man In him, which baa slept
fuse me."
woman. You know
and I know
so long and so Quietly under the LawLet's leave It that way and forget it"
rencevllle conventionalities, was Joy
The tall Missourlan's laugh was enDo you believe that Smith
ously Ditching the barriers aside.
approbatlve.
tirely
would
be wise In taking an Imyou
fellows,"
he
moving
day
for
"It's
good,
a
said.
"It's
he
like
"I
bigthat"
position with the ditch
portant
picking
the
cheerfully,
announced
way of looking at it.
company especially If he really
gest of the three as the proper sub
You know how I feel about It how
hopes to escape prison as a reject for the order giving, "xou're on
any
father would feel; and that's
company's
land,
sult of the Lawrencevllle affair?
the Tlmanyonl Ditch
enough."
Wouldn't he be wiser If he disapand you know It Pile into the wagon
rejoinder.
"Plenty,"
was
brief
the
peared from the new Job?
and fade away!"
Short,
The Struggle Was
"But there's another chapter to It
The big man's answer was a laugh,
pointed, doubtless, by the fact that short of the trestle river crossing they that neither of us can cross out ; you'll
(TO BE CONTINUED.)
let
the order giver was palpably unarmea, overtook and passed the wagon. Be- have to come out to the ranch and
you,"
Smith's right arm shot out, and when cause he bad the colonel's daughter Corry's mother have a hack at
Resistance of the Wind.
on. "I couldn't figure
the blow landed there were only two with him, Smith put on a burst of Baldwin went
try. And
Tests on a model of the naval collier
left to close in on him. In such sud speed and so gave the claim Jumpers you out of that if I should
now about those claim Jumpers : I sup- Neptune made in the wind tunnel of
den hostilities the advantages are all no chance to provoke another battle.
pose yon didn't know any of them by the Washington navy yard by Naval
opposite
maze
crossroads
of
In
the
superior
Having
with the beginner.
Constructor William McEntee show
of
bank
name?"
on
south
the
city
reach and a good bit more skill than the little
reckthat If this vessel were steaming
"No."
either of the two tacklers, Smith held the river, Smith was out of his comwind at 14 knots an
you gave them the time against a
says
"Corry
his
obliged
ask
to
oning,
was
few
get
and
In
a
could
ne
his own until
require
about 770 horseBy
It
would
George,
I'd
wish
hour
lives.
I
of
their
him.
to
direct
panion
more of the smashing
of
"I thought you weren't ever going been there to seel" and the colonel power to overcome the resistance
but in planting them he took punish"Did the wind. This is about zu per cent
- to say anything any more," she sighed, slapped his leg and laughed.
Berserkhim
make
to
enough
ment
h
of the power necessary to propel her
mad and so practically lnvinciDie. In mock despair. "Take this road to they look like the real thiag
through the water
prospectorsT
fiar was tVarca mingling of arms, the right"
left-han-
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QUININE

Service.
Tha standard cold cura far iOftan
form afc, aura, no opiate
curca cold In 34 houri grip la S
dart. Money back If It falla. Oct tha
witn Kea top ana av.
ftnuin box
HiU'a picture on it.

The district exemption board placed
236 Eddy county men In Class 1.
John N. Vigil has been reappointed
register of the land office at Santa
Fe.
The city commissioners of Albu
querque are considering the completion of the second floor of the city

la tablet

Cotta late,

lil

more, aaraa money,
a T.kki. f o Ue.

VIES
.
. ..
Can Recite All of BlDie by Heart
The most wonderful fent on recort
bj
has recently been accomplished
Wllilura Frederick, a New York sale
man.
He has learned the entire Bible off
by heart, and con 'repeat any passage
in It from Genesis to Revelations and
state where It may be found. It has
taken him IS years.
A slmllur task was once undertaken
strolling
by an eighteenth-centurplayer, about whom Sir William Robertson NIcoll has written. But he
gave In after 11 years, by which time
he had succeeded In memorizing about
s
of the Old Testnment.
i

ball.
According to City Manager Reding- ton of Albuquerque, extensive street
paving will be under way In that city
soon.

The number of automobile licenses
Issued by the secretary of state's office is 10.600. This is within 4,000 Of
the entire number issued last year.
The Wtllard Salt Lake Refining
Company has acquired title to the Salina grant, near Willard, and has begun the production and sale of stock
salt.
Howard P. Scott has resigned as
secretary of the Y. M. C. A. at Las
Vegas and goes soon to El Paso,
where he will enter war Y. M. C. A.'

y

two-third-

Red Croaa Ban Blue make the ltundrest
work.
happy, make clothe whiter than mow.
The snowfall record of 12.8 Inches All good grocer. Adv.
for all of last winter has been exceedEdited.
ed this year by ten Inches in January,
The romantic maiden made the fol
bethe total recorded since New Year
lowing ecstatic entry In her diary:
ing 22.8 inches.
"Although he has known me only
In some of the rooms of the Clovle two days, he loves me 1"
schools, attendance has been cut as
Nothing could exceed lirr anger and
much as 50 per cent by the epidemic
mortification when she discovered,
of scarlet fever, measles, tonsilitis and much later, that her kid brother had
colds that is prevailing.
been rending her sacred little book.
Governor Lindsey announced the She knew It, because he hud scratched
appointment of Fred Miller of Roswell out the word "although" and substias county commissioner for the Sec- tuted "because."
ond district of Chaves county, to sucMany widows are said to be gar
ceed W. A. Berryhlll, who resigned.
Possibly that s why they are
rulous.
Im
unpatented
homestead
That
provements are taxable was the opin widows.
ion handed down by Assistant Attorney' General C. A. Hatch in reply to an
Inquiry by the State Tax Commission.
Governor Lindsey will be at Albu
Hid Kidney Trouble From Childhood and
querque for the annual meeting of the
Wis Discoursed. Doan's, However,
New Mexico Wool Growers' Associato
Brought Health and Strength.
tion. He hag accepted an Invitation
attend the opening session on March
Mrs. C. Anderson, 4104 W. 22nd
18.
St., Chicago, 111., says: "I bad kidney trouble from childhood and
Thirty day options on 100 cars of
three years ago a severe spell decents
New Mexico pinto beans at 1
veloped. If I stooped, a terrible pain
are asked by the U. S. Food Administook me In the small of my back,
tration at Washington in a telegram
s
and for several
received at the office of the State
I couldn't
Food Administrator.
straighten. Often at
night the pain In
The fourth annual convention of the
my back was so bad
New Mexico Electrical Association, to
I had to prop my12
11,
on
Feb.
City
in
be held
Sliver
self up with a pilatand 13, promises to be the largest
low. It seemed as If
tended and most important meeting
my back would
W
ever held by the association.
break. Watery sacs
Arienwi
formed under my Hn.
The State Highway Commission has
swolso
were
my
eyes
and
feet
Issued a map showing the condition of
Sudlen I hod to wear slippers.
the state roads. The map shows clearden dizzy spoils came on and pains
graded
ly the surfaced highways,
In my head drove me almost fran-

FRANTIC

ALMOST

mln-ute-

earth highways, ungraded earth

high-

tic.

ways and proposed state roads.
With a new $26,000 modern high
school at Des Moines, school consolidation rapidly effecting big improve-ment-g
in efficiency and a fine spirit
of advancement everywhere, Union
county is making great strides in edu-

"I felt tired and weak and had
hardly enough ambition to move.
Nothing seemed to help me and I
was discouraged until I commenced
taking Doan's Kidney Pili. They
cured me completely and my heulth
has been of the best ever since.
Doan's surely deserves my endorse-

cation.
While attempting to resist arrest
by Deputy Sheriff George Rusby on a
charge of having stabbed a ranchman
named Robb, at Isador, Rob Storkes
was shot through the right lung by the
The young man Is said to
officer.
have first shot at Rusby.
Eight enemy aliens were discharged
from the military service at Camp
Cody, seven being Austrians and one,
Albert E. Lipp, a German. He enlisted In an Akron, Iowa, unit and was
naturalized, according to the Information obtained at Demlng.
Socorro county has available for
road work $196,500 if it cares to utilize it.

Resignations of Chief of Police Tabor and Police Captain J. A. Kealy
were the aftermath of the resignation
of Mayor M. A. Nordhaus of Doming
because of "failure of certain officials
to cooperate with him in the suppres
sion of vice." The City Council post
poned action on Mayor Nordhaus' res
ignation.
Major Edwin Page Webb, assistant
adjutant general of New Mexico, re
ceived a telegram from Adjutant Gen
eral McCain, United States army, no
tifying him of his commission as a
captain in the aviation section of th
signal corps and ordering him to report as soon as possible to the supply
depot in Indianapolis.
A report shows that the twenty-eighcounties of New Mexico had bal
ances in their treasuries at the end of
the fiscal year of $1,035,497.78, these
ranging from $4,197.69 in the treasury
of the new county of De Baca to $97,746.45 in the county of Grant. The total collections during the fiscal year
were $5,692,900.95, while the payments
were $5,808,276.45.
The annual report of the Eddy County Hospital Association shows receipts
from all sources were $4,140.02 and the
disbursements $4,078.37. One hundred
and thirty patients were cared for, and
and the number of days' treatment
was 1,782. Of this number 1,035 were
of pay patients.
With reports from all the banks in
the state with the exception of ten, in
the- hands of the tax commission, it is
indicated that the financial institutions of the state have made a gals
of over a million dollars in valuation
of stock during the past year.

ment"

Bworn to before me,

FRANK H. POCH, Notary Publio.
Cat Doan't at Any Store, 60s a Bos -

DOAN'S szssr

CO, BUFFALO, N. Y.
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For Constipation

Carter's Little
Liver Pills
will set you right
over night
Purely Vegetable
Small Pill, Small Dote, Small Price

Carter's Iron Pills
Will restore color to the faces of
those who lack Iron In the blood,
d
people da
as most
palc-fsce-

t

Cuticura Soap Is
Easy Shaving for
Skins
'SensitiveCalleara
Machad
Tha Naw
.

. HAIR BALSAM

Atollat preparation of mart
Eelpi to eradtoata dandruff.
For Hartarla Color and
Beauty to Gray orFadad Hair.
Oo. and ti co at Prorrata,

FC3 CGUÍHSAO COLDS
take B prompt and efftectir remedy on
that act quickly and cod taina no opiate.
You can (at (ocb a ramedr by aakinf far

THE
SECTION V. Separate printed
shall be provided by the village
AN ORDINANCE PROVIDING FOR clerk and supplied to the election
THE SUBMISSION TO THE QUAL- judges, to be furnished to the quali-- 1
E
IFIED ELECTORS OF THE
voters, wnicn win uuituui biihii uc
OF ROY, NEW MEXICO, AT Ilea
printed in substantially the following
THE REGULAR ELECTION TO BE form, to wit:
HELD ON TUESDAY, THE 2nd DAY
OF APRIL, 1918, THE QUESTION No
No
"Official Ballot
OF AUTHORIZING THE BOARD OF
Villape of Roy, New Mexico
TRUSTEES OF SAID VILLAGE TO
INCUR AN INDEBTEDNESS IN BE- ELECTION UrON THE QUESTION
OF WATER
HALF OF THE SAID VILLAGE IN OF CONSTRUCTION
AUTHE AMOUNT OF $15000.00, OR SO WORKS SYSTEM AND THE INOF Í45.000.00
THORIZATION
MUCH THEREOF AS SHALL BE
NECESSARY, BY THE ISSUANCE DEBTEDNESS BY THE ISSUANCE
OF BONDS THEREFOR, TO MA- OF BONDS THEREFOR.
TURE THIRTY YEARS AFTER
TUESDAY, THE 2nd DAY OF
BUT TO BE OPTIONAL
APRIL, 1UIS
TWENTY
FOR
REDEMPTION
IMPORTANT INSTRUCTION
YEARS AFTER ISSUANCE AND TO
BEAR A RATE OF INTEREST NOT
If you are in favor of authorizing
EXCEEDING SIX PER CENTUM,
the issuance of bonds according to the
TO RAISE FUNDS FOR THE
X in Ujc
INSTALLATION AND following question place an
a cvutpm nw VA. square opposite the answer "I' or Wa
you are
TER WORKS FOR SAID VILLAGE, ter Works Bond Issue and if
i .!- rr
iiTTiinnrLi Tliu ICUIT atliun ; Ule Kuuit, vhko mi a hi
Works
ANCE OF SAID BONDS AND THE square opposite "Against Water
LEVY OF THE NECESSARY TAX Bond Issue."
FOR THE PAYMENT OF PRINCIQUESTION: Shall the board of
PAL AND INTEREST THEREFOR." trustees of the Village of Roy, Mora
a bonded
WHEREAS, in the opinion of the County; New léxico, incurForty-Five
exceeding
not
indebtedness
of
board of trustees of the Village
mabonds
to
Dollars,
the
Thousand
Roy, in Mora County, State of New
Mexico, it is necessary, in order to fur- ture thirty years after issuance but
twenty years
nish its citizens the necessary pro- optional for redemption
not ex
bearing
interest
thereafter,
tection from fire and for the furnishing of water for domestic and com- ceeding six per centum per annum, for
mercial purposes, that the village the .purpose of constructing a water
should own its system of water works, work:! system for said village, the
by
and that it is for the best interests and same to be owned and operated
welfare of said village that the same said village?
should be owned and operated by said ANSWER:

ORDINANCE NO.

18,

SPANISH-AMERICA-

I

VIL-LAG-

village, and that the question of the
acquisition of such a water works sys- FOR Water Works Bond Issue
tem and the authorization of the nec
essary indebtedness therefor, by the!
issuance of bonds, should be submitted AGAINST
to the qualified electors of the Village
Water Works Bond Issue
of Roy, and,
WHEREAS, the board of trustees

j

-

patrons.

Red
go
will
purchases
Cross section in the state. Remember that 5 per cent of your
prepared
join.
to
towards this movement. If you are not aheady a member come
Memberships will be received in our store.

1

Deduct 10 per cent
Winter Underwear, Men's
On all Ladies Winter Hats and Caps. All
and
All Sweaters and Knit Caps. Cioalts Overcoats
Gloves,
Ranges.
I
and
eaters
K'mawr, Flannel Shirts. Also on all Oak and Hot Blast
- ... ......
e in.u
...i,
Bear in mind that these stoves ana rang
benehtot the suit advance in price Desmes
year ago, hence you are getting the
,
oil airrnrlpR in the IQITIOUS Orbon" make.
Vn
i.
wie tu percen uiscoum.
JO
Best Jap Rice per pound
.15
.i-

-

V.r,,-r-

4.

2 Impounds
Rnlk Pn.nrl Hominy
1.UÜ
pounds
Genuine O. B. Bulk Coffee puro Guatama.a o
.35
2 lbs for
Cico Special Coffee,
Peaberry Coffee (Santos) per pound
.25
Instant Postum
.10
package
per
Flakes
Quaker Corn
.33
two for
pound cans
Apricots (Standard) 2
.25
pound c ins
Anriontá T.iht.v'K Extra 2
.15
pound cans
Grapes. (Standard) 2
.15
pound
cans
2
brand
Red Cherries American Beauty
.10
cans
pound
Tomatoes Banquet brand 2
.15
Perk and Beans Van Camp;; per can
.15
Pnnrr? V,in damns ncr can
Louisiana
Fords Pure
me Syrups and Scr- ghum:
"It has the flavor."
1 10
Velva, pure Sugar Cane Syrup, per gallon
gal. - 1.00
Hill County Sorghum, pure straight Sorghum, per
sorghum,
per g; ;1. 95c
pure
and
Syrup
Ivlandy Lane, blended Corn
45c.
2 combs for
Pure Comb Honey,
5c.
for
bars
Soap 2
Castile Hard-wat4c.
bar
Goblin Soap (gets the dirt), per
10c.
Ivory Soap, per bar
25c.
(i
bars for
Quick Wash white srap,
10c.
can
per
Rex Lye,
75
c.
Quart Mason Jars, .per dozen
S1.Ü5
dozen
paJars
Half gallon Mason
40c.
Pure Apple Cider Vinegar per gal
32
oz.
bott
per
75c.
meats,
$1.00
curing
"Liquid Smoke" for

SECTION VI. The instruction on
the foregoing ballot ar.d the .question
and the answer shall be printed in
both the English and U.e Spanish lan-
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guages.
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er

e
f nniran
regular $3.50
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S ee
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s

in two and three
an
wool
all
buys
lined suit witn nt
sarin
$10.
ready.
piece Suits a o now
.
Mills
Woolen
guaranteed. From the Scotch
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HOW
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if
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1

oi,.,ii i,o Pnnrlsivfi. j and dutv- of the clerk of raid village, to
issue and'eausc said notices to be pub- that:
lished &Jd posted as required by law.
notice shall be in substantially
Said
SECTION IV. The question so sub- 1
mi(tcl shall he voted on at the rf,ü-to
PUBLIC NOTICE
lar election of the Villaije of Roy
1.1
9nt 1'1V nf
i .
April, 1918, and the polls therefor VILLAGE' OF ROY, NEW MEXICO.
Bhall be located at F. H. Foster's office
in said village and the voters thereat V;ATEpv yORIIS BOND ELECTION
.
April 2, 101S
shall vote by ballot in the form here-- 1
inafter descnbeü anü saw eiecuon
be held and conducted in ar, near
NOTICE in hereby given that purthe same manner as that prescribed suant to ordinance No. 18, duly passfor, general municipal, county ar.d ed, approved and published by the
state elections, as may be possible and board of trustec3 of the Village of
said vote shall be taken upon separate Roy, pursuant to law, on the 14th day
ballots which shall be deposited in a of January, 1018, public notice is hereseparate ballot box provided for the by given that a bond election is hei
particular purrore of receiving the
called in thoi Village of Roy, to be
votes cast vyon faid question, and, held at the timé of holding the recu
Í--

1

.. lH.Ait,y
t

M'W

--

.

j

Tue:-dav-

that:

r

V

"The Store That

'

lar election within said village for tne
election of village ofiiciais; at which
election there will be submitted to the
qualilied electors of said village who
ha"ve paid a property tax theiein for
the year preceding- the date of said
election the following: question:
'

QUESTION:

'

Shall the boarfl of trustees of the
Village of Roy, Mora County, New
Mexico, incur a bonded indebtedness
Thousand
not exceeding Forty-Fiv- e
Dollars, the bonds to mature thirty
years after issuance but optional
for redemption twenty, years thereafter, bearing interest not exceeding
six per centum per annum, for the
purpose of constructing a water

and they will meet at W. H. Wilcox
office on Monday, the 4th day of March
'.918, and each day thereafter until
and including the 30th day of March,
1918, for the purpose of legally rcgis-rin- g
the qualified electors of the
Village of Roy, according to tho qualifications prescribed by the laws of
tk StaU cf New Mexico.

Cash

Tb- - rank of commissioned ui;ic"rs
of
the Fnltcd Píales army is shown by
insignia on lli shoulder loops.
The shoulder loons of a general bear
the coat' of i.rar-- ," fie United Slates
and two silver stars; lieutenant general, one large and two small silver
stars; major genera.!, two silver stars;
brigadier general, one silver star;

Co

TúH

3
Buys Your Produce"
H

W

ffl

;

colonel', silver svread-eagl; lieut enant,
FRANK A. ROY,
That tho polls for said election shall (Seal) Mayor of the Village of Roy. colonel, silver loaf; major,
leaf;
be at F. II. Foster's office and will be
captain, two silver bars; first lieutenopened from 9:00 a. m. until G:00
ant, one silver bar; second lieutenant,
Attest:
jjf'viLLE FLOERSHEIM, Clerk gold bar.
m. of the said 2nd day of April, 191S.
used
at
;
The ballots which, will be
The shoulder loop qf a chaplain
said election will be supplied by tne
bears a Latin cross.
village clerk to the judges of said
election and by them furnished to the
A recent compnrlvon of health revoters.
ports from troops in the United Slates
and the expeditionary forces shows tho.
10-2- 0
At said election none but qualified "Bis-Bull- "
admission rate to hospitals to be greatelectors as defined by the general elec
er among the men i:i France.
tion laws of the State of New Mexico,
Admissions to hospitals in one wcel-idurtax
property
paid
a
and who have
1he expeditionary forces, figured or
ing the year immediately preceding "
3-- 4
a basis of 1.000 men, were 4.".2: in thf
said election within the corporate lim
United States the rate was ,'!,'!.7 per
its of the Village of Roy, as prescribed
1.000 men. In the overseas forces the
W the constitution and laws of the
noneffective rate (tho total number of
State of Mew Mexico, will bo permit
men excused from duty fnr'any Injury
Terms to Suit Purchaser.
ted to vote at said election.
or ailment, whether or not ordered to
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the
hospital) was M.l per 1.000 men; In
board of trustees of said Village of
the troops In the United States it was
Roy, has caused this notice to be pub1C.4.
,
N.
Mex.
ROY.
lished and posted as required by law.
A
COLD
YOU
HAVE
WHEN
, 191S.
day of
this
sale of "suiilago" books, containIt js when you have a severe cold ingThe
coupons good for admission to thegood qualities
the
appreciate
you
that
Clerk.
ViHil!'
(Seal)
of Chamberlain's Cough Remedy. Mrs. aters and entertainment tents In all
SECTION XIII. This ordinance at- - Frank Crocker, Pana, 111., writes: army camps and cantonments, Is hanter its passage and approval shall be "Our five-yeold son Paul, caught a dled In the smaller cities and Wns
published in the Spanish American, the severe cold last winter that settled on throughout the country by Chautauor
Village
official newspaper of the
his lungs and he had terrible coughing qua and lyeeum organizations.
Roy, a newspaper of general circula- spells. We were greatly worried about
The books como in two sizes. forsnl
tion within said village and the County him as the medicine we gave him did nt SI and 5. When sent to a man
shall
neighbor
A
ordinance
said
least."
not help him in the
of Mora, and the
hi calnp a snillage book curries tho
be in full fores and effect from and spoke so highly of Chamberlains Cough name of the doner on the cover.
Remedy, that I got a bottle of it. The
after its passage and approval. ;
first dose benefited him sq much that I
Ke1 Cross appropriation for work
Passed and approYU this 24th ay continued giving it to him until he
tn Italy from Novcniber.l, 1917; to May
1911.
.........
cured."
was
January,
f
e

P--

j

For Sale

TRACTOR
and

n

disc

'Sanders Plow.

Geo. N. Ames,

The following' persons have been
duly appointed by the board of trustees as a registration board for said
election:

Floersheim, W. H. Wilcox
and Alfredo A.. Lucero.

"

LX --5

higher.

'

works system for said village, the
same to be owned and operated by
said village.

.

it

value, Saturday only 33.C0
Golden Oak Arm Rcckcr,
Table, graceful design, reg. $0.50 value. Sat. only
iiuiuui rwf
v'w r.ihrarv"
FALMLR Suits and Cloaks,
of Early Spring Hats,
our ne ,.,
Men an

i

1,000 officers and T.'.ooi) men.
The
I. 000 officers have been secured md
enlisted men ;ire being transferred at
a rate which will soon bring It. up to
Its full authorized strength.
The remount service had a similar
task In securing personnel. Trs pros-flstrong! h Is about ."(I) otlicers and
II. 000 enlisted men. In place of !"
remount depots it has ,'M, fur which
plans bad to be drawn, sites chosen,
and construction of shelter, hospitals,
storage buildings. ami unloading fa'
cilities in short, time.'
The greater proportion of deaths of
lnlmals in the army results from Influenza, popularly known .as "slopping
fever," and Its complications.
Ilritlsh
losses on .horses purchased' in the
UnlteiJ States during 1he war havo
ber-about 10 per eent, counting only
deaths occurring in this country.
French and Italian losses have been

40c.

Our No. 22 Broom

Dol-i.,,.- o

l.e-fo-

When war wa'i declared the strength
of the T'nlted Sla'es army in animals
was (0,1 tó; It Is now TUt.OOO. The,
remount service April 0 consisted of
one officer and four clerks In Washing
ton, five remount deiiots where horses
were received, and a personnel ard'
purchasing organization In the field In
proportion. The veterinary corps, re
sponsible for the treatment- of animals,
consisted of 0! officers ar.d no onlNted
personnel when the United States entered the war.'
The veterinary eorpf faced the Job
of building an organisation of about

Table Syrup

g

!.

We are

Besides the below listed items, we will'

2, 1013

'

lowing:
"In discussing (he accomplishments
of the air service In the consummation
of the army program, It will be well Hi
point out the Impossibility of certain
proposals enthusiastically and persist
ently put forward by word of mouth
mid In the press. Wo have seen mid
heard much of the proposed 100,000
airplanes to be provided by the I'nlled
States wllliin the next year. In n country where one :rent industry produce
l.MO.OOO motorcars per year. lie fabrication of 100,000 planes might seem
easy, but actual figures based upon
three years of practical experience In
tho war shows that there are now between 'to and 50 nn'ii of the auxiliary
services required for each activo machino at the front. If this same ratio
should be adhered to In our nervlce,' It
would mean that some 4,000,0110 men
would lie required In our iici'cmautienl
department on foreign soil between
our ports of debarkation and the lighting front.
"ICt'en iliough this nuiVier of men
could be reduced by TjO per cent by Increased cHieieney ami standardization,
the nuir.Iier required is still staggering. Consider,
also,
the overseas
transportation problem as related to
material only and without reference
to uer.Miiinel and its maintenance. This
transportation of finished planes, prop-- ,
orly crated, with the necessary spares,
accessories, and equipment Is In itself
a serious problem. In view of tho san
ation In ship tonnage."

"DO YOUR BIT" to make this mesa the strongest (comparatively)

'

Atud

(From Committ(;(! on I'ubllc Information.)
Washington.
la a statement ImtitMr
by Howard E. (.'ollin, cliairiimn of the
aircraft production board, Is the fol-

CROSS

EGGS AND BUTTER WILL BE TAKEN SAME AS CASH.
paying 55c for Eggs, 45c for Butter.

COFFIN

nd Remount Serv.
Ice Growing Rapidly Information
About the Psy Received by Uncle
Sam's Enlisted Men.

5 per cent of Cash Sales for Entire Day

j

The following
VIII.
SECTION
named persons, qualified voters for
NOW THEREFORE UK IT OR- mid election as herein described, are
DAINED bY TIIE BOARD OF TRUS- hereby appointed judges and clesks of
TEES OF THE VILLAGE OF ROY, said election:
IN MOilA COUNTY STATE OF NEW
JUDGES C. L. Weracil, F. II. FosMEXICO:
ter, Rrmijij lope..
CLERKS: E. P. Brown and IM-vill- e
SECTION I. That the regular elecFroersheim.
tion of the Village of Roy, for the
election of .village official'-- ; thereof as
SECTION IX. The following named
pi creribed by law, is hereby called to
qualilied electors as hucin
person.!,
April,
of
2nd
be bc!d on Tuesday, the
heii'by appointed as a board
101JÍ. at F. II. Foster's OiTce, withm stated are
.'aid election:
the Village of Roy, and to be held be- - of registration forW. 1Í. Wiiro.:, AlFloershcini,
J.
G:0u
m
and
a.
r.
0:00
hoi
of
twecn the
fredo A. Lucio,
p. ra. and that:
SECTION X. Any vacancy occur-'nSECTION II. At said election there
on the election boaul or board of
be submitted to those qualified
registration may be filled by appointwho
Roy,
of
Village
electors of the
ment by the mayor of tho Village of
sue tax payers undcf the law and who
Roy, or as provided by the general
have paid a pronerty tax upon prop- flection lawn of the Stata of New
limcorporate
the
within
erty located
Mexico.
it:; 'of said viliago during the year preSECTION XI. The board of regisceding (ho said election, tho question
shall meet on Monday, the
tration
of constructing, installing and erectday of March, 1018, and organize
4th
said
the
for
system
ing a water works
themselves for the purpce of
Village of Roy, including all the necl!io mollified electors as he:c- essary appliances and machinery there- in mentioned within lite Village of
for, for the purpose of supplyS the Roy,
to the provisions of
sa'd village and its inhabitants with Sections S5Í12 to ."590 of the Code of
water for (ire, domestic and commer- l'J15
cf the State of New Mexico.
cial purposes and to provide for the
XII. Said election shall
SECTION
authorisation
payment t:;ercfur by the
in all respects and as neai
conducted
be
of
of an indebtedness in the amount
as n:ay be possible in full compliance
Thousand and
Forty-Fiv- e
with the provisions prescribed by the
bo
may
r,
as
thereof
much
1U1 o
v. . u
.viuah-law-- : ( l Uic ,:rr.i3 oí
ot
necessary, by the issuance and. sa.e
'
municipal,
general
e
conducting
the
bonds of said village to to issusii purcounty :.nd state c W ions: the returns
suant to law and to mature in thirty
twenty
optional
years and become
c.il r.L.ftinn shall bo nvica ara
years after date of issuance thereof, certified to the clerk of said vii'.ege
and to bear a rato of interest not cx- in the same manner as tho returns .mu
ceetiinir six pcrcemum j i i juihuu., e
from the election of municipal oúic.als,
ana to .ilhoriX ond shall be opened by him on the third
able
Ihn board (i trustees of the Vi a e o day after said election, at wmcn vi me
Ttnv in lew necessary ta;; for tr.e pay
he shall call to his assistance tne mament of both principal and interest of yor of tho Village of Roy, and shall
said bonds as they respectively
in his presence ascertain the result of
ami that:
the election and certify to the sarve
,
ar,,1 TOiko an entrv of tne vcruit upon
dectou U.e
SECTION, III.
of lh villag, of Roy. The
voter.! quiliuol to vote upon .10
i, hcreoy dircclc I to
oderk
,U
,
goirg ircposition shall bo t.ie per-bHsl,eíl a notice ol said
tt
.
,
for
rons who possess the fluai.h.ilciH
t
prescri bed ny vae cuiiiiuuuun
weeks immediately
successive
four
cf the State of New Mexico to be prior to said election in the
qualilied electors within the corporate American, a weekly newspaper of ro.n- limits of the Village of Roy for village, erra circulation i.tiuu.Miui.i w
and general county and state elections Vi!la;;o of Roy, and shin! rilro íxand who have paid a property ta:: up- to be'.poatcd not less than twenty d.:y.
on property situate within the corpor- nor more than twenty five tlr.ys
ate limits of the Village of Roy dursaid election, in at lca'it e'giit
ing the year immediately preceding public places within said villajro
ivJ !nte of said election, and in de
similar notice oí raid bona eicci.on,
termining who are such tax payers the ettirsjr forth the question to bo voted
nro- - on iiml the time ana place oi nouiw
',..Ua Virofnr
'..u,..i i, v,
of the State of the same, and it is hereby made tne

RED

BY HOWARD

Veterinary Corps

We will offer the following staples from our clean, fresh stock. No need to
remind you of advancing prices. Almost every daily shipment we receive carries an advance in wholesale price.
Reap the benefits of these reductions,
anticipate your wants - - you will make a DOUBLE SAVING. And besides this
you will be helping the "RED CROSS".
We will donate to the Roy Chapter of

OFFICIAL BALLOT
Held, April
(Signature)

FIGURES

"Food Will Win The War"

From 6:30 A. M. to 8 P. M.

fac-simi-

Election

FORTY TO FIF"Y MEN REQUIRED
FOR EACH ACTIVE PLANE AT
THE FIGHTING FRONT.

Saturday February 9th. All Day

the

SERIE

FOR

THRIFT, ECONOMY, PREPAREDNESS are the watchwords everywhere
Every effort is beinp; made by this establishment to conform to the wishes of
the U, S. Food Administration in the regulation of prices on food staples and in
the promotion of the "War Spirit" in the selection of economical foods by our

SECTION VI. Each ballot shall
have printed upon the lack thereof, an
impresendorsement with a
sion of the clerk's signature substantially as follows:

deem it advisable at this time to have
the qualified electors of the Village of
Roy determine at the regular election
of village officials, to be held on Tuesday, the 2nd day of April, 1913, whether such a water works system should
be acquired by said village by the construction, installation and erection of
the same, and whether said village
should incur the necessary indebtedness therefor, by authorizing the isThousand and
suance of Forty-Fiv- e
,
No Hundredths Dollars in Bond:-- of
may
thereof
as
much
so
village,
or
said
be necessary to accomplish such purpose;

V

G D:
IN FOOD SUPPLIES!

iv

,;íí.:

I Ifio

1918

I

ar

'

,

1S118,

total

$4,77)9.

